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About the Ebook
Living with Llamas first came out in 1984, and went through several editions, the last one as a
physical book being in 1996. Nearly the full text of the 4th edition of Living with Llamas is here. I
only left out a few things that were obviously out of date. Please note that it has been a good
while since then, and things may have changed. As Kelly and I no longer own llamas, we have
not kept up with the details.
You are welcome to print out copies of these pages, and to forward this PDF file to other people
– but not to sell or use it in any commercial way, like on a website, for example, without my
permission. I can be reached at rosana@hartworks.com.

About the Photos
I didn't plan to do this ebook, or my original photos wouldn't be in storage over a thousand
miles from where I am. Some of these photos won't print well because they were used on the
internet and are lower resolution than printed matter needs ideally. A lot of the pictures are
black and white because that's what we used in the book. Most of the photos were taken by
Kelly Hart.

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY— READ THIS!!
The author, Juniper Ridge Press, and Hartworks, Inc. shall have neither liability nor
responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be
caused directly or indirectly by the information contained in this book. While the book was as
accurate as the author could make it in the mid-1990s, there may be errors, omissions, and
inaccuracies.
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Chapter One: Before They Came
"Levi is running by the fence,'' Sally Taylor said. "He has a large spot on his leg--that's how you
can tell him from Balzac.'' Both young llamas were creamy white with dark spots, like chocolate
chip ice cream.
I found it hard to believe that they were only two weeks old. Their ears moved in the direction
of any sound, and their faces already seemed to express ancient wisdom. Balzac looked at us
from beside his mother.
Kelly and I were choosing our first llama. We watched Levi nurse from a black llama with a white
neck.
"That's Fancy, his mother,'' Sally said. "His father, Rama, is away right now, being used for
breeding. Like Levi, he's appaloosa. We think Fancy and Rama are outstanding in looks and
intelligence. We gave Levi his name because he has such good genes.''
Kelly preferred Levi's pattern of spots, and I liked his name. Spots and a name were funny
reasons to select a llama, but Sally knew far more about llamas than we did, and we trusted her
evaluation that either young llama would suit our needs. We chose Levi.
Sally loved her animals--I could tell from the gentleness with which she handled them. She and
her husband Paul had begun with two llamas a few years ago, and now they had a large herd. "I
come out and watch them whenever I can,'' she said. "Sometimes I'm out here for hours.
They're such social animals, there's always something going on. Look in the field by the barn.''
A dozen llamas were clustered together. "There's a week-old llama in the middle of the herd,''
Sally said. "We just put her and her mother in with the main herd, and the other females are
curious.'' I could scarcely see the baby, as the llamas were all trying to sniff her. My eyes
returned to Levi.
"I'm sure you'll enjoy Levi,'' Sally said. "What made you get interested in llamas?''
"It just seemed to happen,'' Kelly replied. "Before we moved to Oregon, I picked up a brochure
about going packing with a group called Shasta Llamas. Rosana was working in the library in
Santa Rosa then, and she came across a book called Along Came a Llama. We both read it, and
were impressed with the intelligence and sensitivity of the animals.''
Next we went to see some llamas, just for curiosity, a pleasant outing for an afternoon. That day
we realized that llamas could be useful to us, for packing and for wool.
"That's how we became interested,'' I said, "but I'm still puzzling over why.''
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My background had very few animals in it. I had grown up in an academic family, with my nose
in a book. The book might be an animal story, but throughout my childhood I would walk several
blocks out of my way to avoid large dogs. I studied anthropology in college, became a probation
officer and later a librarian, taught self-hypnosis and time management, and travelled around
the world.
Kelly had at least grown up in a rural area. There were sometimes sheep or cattle on the land his
parents owned. He grew up to work in film and video, play jazz saxophone, and do carpentry. He
loved plants, animals, and inspiring views.
In our life together we evolved a style which was in some ways close to the land, and in other
ways rushed and urban. We raised gardens and chickens. We lived by the ocean and later in an
old summer camp set in apple orchards. While I worked in a busy public library system, Kelly
made films and obtained a patent on a method of animation.
Now we were living in a trailer, situated on seventy undeveloped acres in the rugged mountains
of southern Oregon. We had just moved there, and were putting in water, electricity, and a
garden. The land was steep and dry, reminding Kelly of southern Idaho where he had grown up.
At its highest point, there was a ridge along which a wonderful assortment of wind-swept
juniper trees grew, so we named the land Juniper Ridge. The urban amenities we craved were
just twenty minutes away, in Ashland, a town which combined the friendliness of rural Oregon
with the sophistication of being a world-renowned theatrical center.
It would be a good time to bring llamas into our lives. What might we learn from them? Like
dolphins and elephants, llamas seemed to have an intelligence very different from our own. Was
there a possibility that we would develop a greater sense of harmony with nature from living
with llamas? We hoped so.
We would have to wait six months for Levi to grow up and be weaned from his mother before
he could come to us. As we left the Taylor's ranch, I felt the same excitement mixed with
unreality I had felt when we bought our land. Dreams coming true generally led to surprises –
usually pleasant—and more dreams. Levi would be our llama, and I wondered what it would
really be like. We planned to get another llama to keep Levi company; maybe we would even
have a whole herd.
Would our dogs get along well with Levi? Martha, now thirteen, was happy to spend long hours
under the kitchen table, becoming alert chiefly when food appeared. I didn't expect her to pay
much attention to llamas.
Cider would. A Rhodesian Ridgeback puppy just a few weeks older than Levi, she was growing
into a long-legged, large dog, loving to run. She was of a breed developed in Africa to hunt lions.
Sometimes Martha let Cider attack her, but we were Cider's main playmates.
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South Ameerican llamas,, on a postcarrd my father
got in Peru
u in the 1950ss

Saally sent us ph
hotos of Levi;
hee gazed at us from the
reefrigerator door, along with
h
a Peruvian posttcard of a
llaama herd which my father
haad picked up in
i his travels
ovver the past fiifty years,
little imaginingg that llamas
wo
ould become a topic of
inttense interesst to his
daaughter. I wass sorry he had
d
died before I co
ould ask him
ab
bout the postcard and
ab
bout llamas he might havee
seeen.

Our anticipation in
ncreased as th
he months paassed. It was a little like beeing pregnantt, but Levi had
d
dy been born. We read eveerything we could
c
find abo
out llamas an
nd learned mo
ore of their
alread
historry.
The llama is a Soutth American animal,
a
part of
o the camel family.
f
Like caamels, they have
h
padded,
even--toed feet and
d split lips. I was
w surprised to learn thatt their commo
on ancestors originated in
North
h America and
d lived on thiss continent fo
or over forty million
m
years.. These earlier animals
evolveed into camels in Asia and
d Africa and th
he lama familly of llamas, alpacas,
a
vicun
nas, and
guanaacos in South America. Theey had only died
d out in No
orth America some
s
ten or twelve
t
thoussand years ago.
In Sou
uth America, llamas live mainly
m
in the high
h Andes. Viicunas and gu
uanacos are wild.
w Vicunas
are faamed for their fine wool; itts softness haas brought them to the brink of extinctiion. Guanaco
os
are beelieved to be the forerunn
ners of llamass; the two speecies are similar in many reespects,
thouggh the guanacco's wool is fine and shorteer. While guaanacos do nott have the offficial status off
endan
ngered, their numbers aree a tiny fractio
on of what they were a cen
ntury ago.
Alpacas and llamass have been domesticated
d
d for centuriess. The alpaca is a smaller animal
a
than
ool that is more highly prized. There aree far more llamas than alpacas in North
h
the llaama, with wo
America.
dings indicatee that llamas were living with
w man by 3000 B.C. The vast Inca
Archaaeological find
empirre, which reacched its peakk toward the end
e of the Miiddle Ages in Europe, used
d llamas in
manyy ways. They were
w
beasts of
o burden, esssential in a mountainous
m
s
society
that had not utilizeed
the wheel.
w
Their wool
w
was used
d for blanketss, ponchos, an
nd other item
ms. They playeed an
imporrtant part in the
t religious and
a ceremonial life of the Incas: many llamas were sacrificed
s
to
the go
ods.
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One of the world's most
versatile domestic animals,
the llama is still used as a
beast of burden and for
wool, primarily in the
Bolivian and Peruvian
highlands. Its dung is used
for fuel--it is said to be
odorless when burned. Less
and less are llamas used for
long-distance transport,
though, as trucks reach
further into remote areas.
Llamas were brought to the
United States during the
nineteenth century and early
in this one by William
Randolph Hearst and others.
In the 1930s, an importation
For centuries, llamas have been a motif in South American
folk art. Here, Indians and llamas stroll in a Peruvian village.
ban was imposed on South
(From a contemporary Peruvian painting on glass,
American livestock, for fear
collection of the author.)
that they might bring in foot
and mouth disease. In the 1980s, importation of llamas and alpacas was resumed in a limited
way, with the animals coming in through special government-run importation quarantines and
facilities.
There are thousands of llamas in this country now. They continue to grow in popularity as
people discover their many uses: backpacking, showing, breeding, driving to cart, spinning the
wool, and general enjoyment. There are several organizations devoted to llamas.
The largest one, the International Llama Association, was sponsoring a conference in Sunriver, a
resort in eastern Oregon. I had been looking forward to it, but when Kelly and I walked into the
large wood-beamed conference hall filled with hundreds of chatting llama owners, I felt
intimidated.
"Kelly! Rosana! What are you doing here? Do you have llamas?'' We turned to see an old friend,
Tanya Charter, whom we hadn't seen in several years. During that time she had acquired some
llamas. She introduced us to a couple sitting with her, and they turned out to know one of
Kelly's sisters. Small world. I stopped feeling shy and delved into three intense days of
information and conversation.
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"Do you pronounce llama 'lama' or 'yama'?'' I asked llama owners. Though 'yama' was the Indian
and Spanish pronunciation, most called their animals 'lamas.' So we did too.
One evening at the exhibit booths, I bought a copy of Speechless Brothers, by Andy Tillman, a
history of llamas and a guide to llama care, now out-of-print. At bedtime I thought I would
glance through a few pages. It was after three in the morning when I finally turned out the light,
and my dreams were filled with llamas, South American Indians, and mountain trails.
The conference wound up with a tour of Patterson Llamas in Sisters, Oregon, containing the
largest herd of llamas in the United States. It was astonishing to see over five hundred llamas in
one place. The llamas came running to see the hundreds of humans too.
The late afternoon sun blinked through miles of pine forests as Kelly and I drove home, thinking
it all over. When I asked, "What makes a beautiful llama?'' people answered in many different
ways. I liked Dick Patterson's rejoinder, "What's a beautiful woman, a beautiful horse, a
beautiful painting? It's in the eye of the beholder.''
I felt enthusiastic about llamas, and I talked to Kelly about maybe becoming breeders ourselves.
If what we had heard at the conference was correct, llamas were an excellent investment. I
thought we could make part of our living by raising them. It would be a lot of fun.
Kelly was driving. He didn't seem to be as involved in my daydream as I was. He knew I tended
to get carried away. Then he said, "What about small llamas?''
"Huh?''
"I wonder if we could breed small llamas,'' he said. "Most people seem to favor the large
animals, and that makes sense for wilderness packing. But what about people who might just
want some for pets? Small ones would still be useful for backpacking, even though they would
carry less. They could travel in smaller vehicles, too.''
"Small ones would be good for people who might be intimidated by large animals,'' I reflected.
"That one time I was on a horse has left its mark on me.'' At an uncle's ranch one summer, I had
gone for a long ride on a horse who tried to scrape me off into the trees.
Another reason for small llamas occurred to me. "Weavers might be interested. What if a
smaller llama with long wool could produce roughly the same amount of wool as larger llamas
with shorter wool? It could be like dwarf fruit trees.''
"I don't know if it would be hard to breed them, but it would be fun to try,'' Kelly said. "I've been
thinking about Tumbleweed. Remember him?''
Indeed I did. He was an exceptionally small young male llama at the Taylor's ranch. Tumbleweed
had a dear face, with a bit of hay usually dangling Huck Finn-style from his mouth. His wool was
longer than Levi's. Like Levi, he had appaloosa markings.
From Llamas-information.com
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I remembered that Sally thought he was special too. "Would they sell him? How could we know
if he carries genes for smallness? Maybe he's just stunted in his growth for some reason.''
"His mother was on the small side, and Sally mentioned a small half-brother from the same
father,'' Kelly remembered.
"Sounds good. And after all we heard at the conference about llamas being such herd animals, I
bet Levi would be happier with another llama right from the start.''
"Seems like we're getting serious here,'' Kelly said. "When I pick up Ajila and Levi, shall I find out
more about Tumbleweed and maybe buy him?'' He would soon be going to the San Francisco
airport to meet his teenage daughter's flight from New Orleans. On the way home, they would
pick up Levi. The Taylors, soon to move to Montana with their herd, lived in northern California.
"Sure! I guess you can fit Ajila and her luggage and two llamas into the van. I wonder what she'll
think of all this. So we don't have any llamas yet, but we have an official breeding plan, small
llamas with long wool. I wonder if we could breed for good disposition too. Llamas generally
seem to be good natured, but there's bound to be some variation.''
"I don't know how much that's a matter of inheritance,'' said Kelly, "but let's go for it.''
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Chapter Two: First Days
Kelly, his daughter Ajila, and two young llamas were heading north through the hot central
valley of California. Kelly had made this trip many times before, but this time was different. Here
he was with his daughter, whom he hadn't seen for a year, and they were sharing the van with
two strange animals. How do you communicate with a daughter turned teenager? With llamas?
At first Levi and Tumbleweed stood up, but as they became accustomed to the rolling motion of
the vehicle, they sat down between the built-in bed and the sink. The window shades in back
were pulled down so the llamas wouldn't be distracted by things outside the window. Neither
had ever traveled before.
Ajila went back and scratched their necks. Levi stretched his neck toward her as she rubbed.
The llamas were making humming sounds with an inquisitive tone. It was easy to translate those
to something like, "What's going on here?'' It was harder to interpret the hums that were more
of a monotone. Kelly knew that llamas are social animals who use sounds and body language to
communicate. Understanding them was going to be like learning a new language. Ajila imitated
the sounds.
In the hazy heat, a traffic tie-up forced them to stop. Cars and trucks were parked as far ahead
as they could see. The llamas stood up, pulled at the velcro on the curtains and sniffed Ajila's
guitar case. Kelly talked to the other motorists. There was a chemical spill a few miles north of
them, and the freeway had already been closed for twenty-four hours. A trucker said that the
road was expected to be open again in a couple of hours.
Kelly pulled the van into the shade of a large truck, and they waited. Ajila pulled out some
playing cards, and she and Kelly played desultory hands of gin rummy.
Tumbleweed was foaming at the mouth. Was it from the worming medicine Sally had given him
by mouth that morning? Kelly hoped so. He thought so. But still he felt like a new father, not
sure what to do. Maybe the llamas would like to go for a walk, but their first lesson in loading
into a vehicle had been that morning. He'd better keep the llamas in the van.
He pulled up handfuls of tall grass--not yet dried by the summer sun--from a field nearby. Ajila
offered it to the llamas, who seemed happy to munch. Tumbleweed's foam disappeared, and
Kelly's anxiety along with it. He and Ajila continued to pick grass. What else to do, anyway? They
made a nice pile of grass on the floor of the van.
The llamas ate, and soon Levi followed a natural inclination. Luckily, llamas' droppings are much
like deer's, little pellets, easy to clean up. Tumbleweed sniffed where Levi had gone, and he
began to follow suit. Kelly grabbed a shoe box and tried to catch the cascade of pellets. At that
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moment, car engines around them started up. Kelly threw the shoe box down, Ajila jumped in
the van, and they began moving north again.
Alone at Juniper Ridge, I was looking down our long dirt driveway every few minutes. Would
there be one llama, or two? How would Ajila have changed? She had spent most summers with
us since she was two. I loved the first look at her, seeing what letters, phone calls, and even
snapshots couldn't convey.
When the van finally came up our driveway, Kelly grinned and held up two fingers. Then I saw
the two woolly heads.
After hugs and hellos, we coaxed our new llamas out of the van by tugging on the lead ropes
attached to their halters. The light breeze lifted their fuzzy wool, and the late afternoon sun
made shadow patterns on it. The llamas looked around.
Our dogs investigated the newcomers. Cider, the puppy, jumped on Ajila and ran long-legged
circles around the llamas, inviting them to play. They watched her. Martha, the ancient one,
surprised me by barking and trying to nip at the llamas' back feet. They watched her too, and
deftly stepped out of her way.
Ajila was exploring. We had moved since her last visit, and it was all new to her. "Wow, what a
view!'' she said, looking south to where snow-covered Mount Shasta, some fifty miles away, was
gleaming.
"Which is our land?'' she asked.
"Let's walk up to the ridge with the llamas--we can show you better from there.''
Kelly and I were each holding one llama's lead rope. Both llamas walked easily on lead, sniffing
at each other and us, leaning over for a mouthful of one plant or another. The dogs came along,
Martha growling intermittently at the llamas.
"Kelly, the llamas are really here! Both of them!''
"Yes, I was so pleased when Sally said she'd sell Tumbleweed too. Hey, they're pointing their
ears forward, maybe because of the squirrel under the juniper tree. They sure do watch things.''
Levi sniffed my shoulder. Tumbleweed stayed further away from us. He seemed to be more
adventurous about exploring new places, as he went along the ridge from one snack to another.
Kelly followed at the other end of the rope. The two llamas were already showing differences in
personality. I liked how each of them blended calmness and curiosity.
Kelly showed Ajila the boundaries of our land. From the ridge, the cliffs dropped down to a flat
meadow. "We like to hike there,'' he told Ajila. "We have sixteen acres below the cliffs, including
a place we call the Magic Place. We'll take you there. We're planning to live on top here--we are
still thinking about what we want to build. There will be llama sheds right near it.''
From Llamas-information.com
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Ajila looked at the panoramic view of mountains, turning luminous as the sun set. "Sure is
different from Louisiana,'' she drawled.
As the evening progressed, I kept popping out to the llama yard, to watch how the llamas sat
down or stood up or had a drink of water. Once Levi rolled over on his back--to scratch it, I
surmised.
The llama yard had been the dog yard; now the dogs were in the trailer, where they much
preferred to be, and for now the llamas had a space the size of a small suburban back yard,
sloping up the hill by the trailer. A large juniper tree provided shade and nibbles. A few bushes
provided more nibbles, and there was some grass.
The main course was hay, in and around a cardboard box. I had brought the hay home in our
tiny station wagon, carefully arranging it so I could fit three bales in. Munching hay, the llamas
seemed right at home. Soon we would build a llama shed, fence a larger pasture, and buy a
pickup truck.
Ajila considered her choice of accommodations. The tiny second bedroom in the trailer was
already my office, so we offered her our camping tent, pitched on a flat place next to the llama
yard, or the van in which she had arrived. She chose the tent, and neatly arranged her things in
it. Our younger dog Cider slept with her in the tent, an arrangement which didn't last past the
second chewing of our good down comforter.
Kelly and I walked up to the ridge. There was a breeze, as usual; our land was on a mountain
pass, so if the wind wasn't blowing from California, it was usually blowing from Oregon. This
evening it was blowing from the south, appropriately, I thought, considering what had just
blown in from California.
The western sky was still glowing as we strolled hand in hand. As we came back toward the
trailer, the llamas were sitting with their legs tucked under them. Levi's ears were forward;
Tumbleweed's were back.
"I thought ears back was an aggressive signal,'' Kelly commented, "but Tumbleweed keeps his
that way a lot. While I was driving, I watched the llamas in the rear-view mirror, and his ears
were back most of the time.''
"He hardly looks aggressive now,'' I said. He and Levi were gently chewing.
We could see them from our bedroom window. I woke up several times during the night and
looked out, but there was no moon and nothing much was visible. At first light I woke again and
peered out. Levi was sitting tucked up, and he was looking at me. I was thrilled. He didn't miss a
beat as he chewed his cud.
We were living with llamas now, and our attention was riveted on these fascinating additions to
our family. Excitement alternated with wondering what we'd gotten into; what commitment not
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yet fully understood had been made? It was, of course, much less of a commitment than being
new parents; we could always sell the llamas.
But it was the same kind of uncertainty. What did we need to do for them? What should we
allow them to do, and how to train them to do what we wanted and not what we didn't want?
There were only a few magazine articles and the one book I'd already found to guide us.
One afternoon, I watched Levi and Tumbleweed chase each other around the yard, biting knees
and necks and ears. I worried that they would hurt each other, and ran to phone another llama
breeder. "It's good exercise,'' he assured me. "They won't grow fighting teeth until they are just
over two years old. Don't worry.'' Fighting teeth, on the sides of the llamas' mouths, were very
sharp. They were removed by llama owners who kept males in the same pasture.
We staked the llamas out to graze among the rabbit brush and other high-desert vegetation on
our land. By staking Levi and Tumbleweed at various places, we could provide them with
munchies and diversion, and they could be our roving lawn mowers. We attached them by
twenty-foot ropes to cinder blocks or to trees. I wondered if they would nibble on their ropes, as
Cider did on her leash; they didn't. We stopped using cinder blocks, though, after Levi dragged
one a third of a mile, to where Tumbleweed and I were going for a walk without him.
Whenever we staked them near our half-completed septic tank installation, one llama or both
climbed the mound of dirt beside the tank. They would stand there, gazing majestically at
everything around them: passing cars, forests, mountains, clouds. Alert to sound and
movement, they stood.
Now and then one would tangle a rope around a tree or some bushes; or if we let them graze
close together, they would intertwine their ropes. Then they would just sit down, and soon one
of us would notice and straighten them out.
We checked on them frequently, leaving our ranch work, or wandering outside if we were in the
trailer. They didn't need checking--tangled lines quickly became rare--but we had become as
curious as llamas. I would be writing, or planning a class, when I would have to find out what
they were doing. I felt as though beings as magical as elves or unicorns had come to live with us.
What did they think about? What is thinking for a llama? What kinds of emotions did they feel?
Did they have a sense of humor? I wondered and watched.
"It's the Lee and Tee Show,'' joked Kelly as he came upon me gazing at the llamas. Lee and Tee
stuck as nicknames.
Kelly looked up from his reading one afternoon and saw Levi walking past the trailer,
unconstrained by any lead rope. The llama was wandering slowly up toward the ridge, nibbling
here and there. Kelly followed in what he hoped was a casual manner. Levi seemed to be
enjoying his freedom, quite aware that something was different. He leaned over to nibble, and
Kelly grabbed him. Levi didn't seem to mind. It wasn't to be our last loose llama.
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Late in the summer, Kelly's three sisters came to visit, bringing most of their children. Our eightyear-old nephew Reb spent hours catching Tumbleweed and walking him around. Reb would let
Tumbleweed go, only to catch him again five minutes later. Tumble became much easier to
catch.
One sultry afternoon we all went on a long hike. Our destination was the Magic Place below our
cliffs. Kelly set off first, with Levi, Tumbleweed, and some of the crowd. I filled up the car with
everybody else, to meet the hikers where our route would leave the paved road. I drove around
a bend in the road, and there they were: half-a-dozen people in colorful summer shorts and
tops, with two llamas in the midst of the group.
As we waited for the others to catch up with us, eleven-year-old Soral asked, "Rosana, can Levi
count?''
"I don't think so,'' I answered. "Why?''
"When we went for a walk with him yesterday, I was way behind everybody, picking flowers. I
went into the bushes to pick some more flowers, and nobody could see me. Levi stopped and
wouldn't go till I came back and he saw me. So I thought maybe he was counting everybody.''
"I don't think he was counting,'' I answered. "Maybe it was just a coincidence that he stopped
right then. Levi can be balky sometimes.''
Kelly's sister Alexandra was leading Levi, and she gave Soral his lead rope. We all hiked together,
everyone taking turns with the llamas. Kelly and I didn't let the llamas nibble much while hiking,
as it slowed things down too much, but the others were more casual. The llamas were good
judges of what they could get away with, and this time they got away with a lot.
We passed a cow pie in the road. Levi sniffed it and made a face.
We arrived at the Magic Place. A large pyramid-shaped boulder marked the entrance to a grove
of maple trees. We tied the llamas to a tree, where they could nibble on the leaves, and we took
our family into this favorite area of ours. Boulders had fallen off the cliffs over the centuries, and
maples had grown tall around them. It was cool and mossy under the trees, with maple leaves
blown into soft beds here and there. The entrances to homes of tiny animals were visible
between groupings of rocks.
Kelly had found this place when he was hiking alone. He took refuge from a sudden rain, in a
space under two boulders. There was even a ledge to sit on. It had the feeling of Mayan temples
we had visited in Mexico and Guatemala.
Everyone explored for a while, and we spread out a picnic. It was dusk when we untied the
llamas and slowly made our way back up the trail. When we reached the car, I had more
volunteers for a ride. The hiking group continued ahead while we filled up the car.
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When we drove past Kelly and Levi, Kelly called out for us to stop. "Levi keeps turning around
and looking for you behind us,'' he said. "Better let him see that it's you in the car.''
I thought, "So Soral was right. Levi does keep track.'' Once he had seen us, Levi followed Kelly
home with no further fuss.
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If she could learn, I could learn. Kelly and I went to take a look at two female llamas we had
heard about at the llama conference. We didn't like the looks of the first llama. We learned from
her that we were beginning to develop our taste in llama conformation.
We had heard a lot about the second female at the llama conference. The man selling her, Dan
Schoenthal, was especially fond of this female, as she was the first llama he had seen being
born. "Posey is practically Dan's daughter,'' a friend had joked.
Posey was about a year old. She had long brown wool, a white neck, and some black on her
face. At the conference we had peered at slides held up to the light, but we hadn't been able to
tell much. She was being kept at Tom and Toni Landis' place. We arrived around noon on a hot
summer day. Llamas were grazing in the pastures and standing under several deep shade trees.
Tom came out to greet us. "I bet you'd like to see Posey first thing,'' he said.
She stood in the field among the other llamas. She was slight of frame, not very short but
delicate. She was totally feminine. Her eyes were large and brown, complete with long, long
lashes. There was something coquettish about her walk as she approached the fence, cautiously
coming closer for a better look at us.
Toni had told me at the conference, "We named her Posey because she reminded us of a
ladylike young ballerina, one still in the chorus.'' It was an apt description here, with the other
llamas moving gracefully behind her. There was one other llama watching us, a young black one.
She moved away, and my attention returned to Posey.
Tom brought a lead rope, and we caught her after a little chase. Once caught, she submitted-with a slight tremble--to being handled. She came up right next to me and blew on my face. I
blew back; this was a llama greeting I knew. She continued blowing, nuzzling my face, sniffing
my ears. I had never been so thoroughly cuddled by a llama. I was enchanted. I thought briefly
of the poison oak in the pasture, and decided it was worth some risk for this sensitive touch, this
sweet alfalfa breath blowing on my face and hair.
"How friendly you are,'' I murmured to Posey, my attention riveted to her like a lover's. Posey
and I were in our little cocoon world, and I don't know which one of us finally pulled away.
"She's a real sweetheart,'' Kelly was saying. "Does she come up to everyone like that?''
"No, not at all,'' Tom replied. "Rosana made a real hit.''
"So did she,'' I said, still in a daze.
Kelly was holding her lead rope now, feeling her wool and being nuzzled. I tried to come out of
my daze. Emotion was no way to buy an expensive animal, I told myself. Think of her
conformation, her wool, her genealogy. Ask about any weaknesses or possible problems. Ask
about veterinary care. So I did all that. Kelly had some questions too. The answers were
satisfactory.
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They had a carefully tended ranch here, we could tell, and it was evident that the animals
received good care. Within fifteen minutes Posey was ours.
We were travelling in our little Subaru station wagon, thinking of this trip as an exploratory
expedition. We hadn't planned on coming home with a llama. But Kelly said, "I wonder if Posey
might fit in the back of the car.'' If we packed our overnight bags on top, it seemed there would
be room.
There was. Tom found someone else to help, and it took two of us pulling on Posey's lead rope
from the front, and two shoving her flailing legs in from the rear. Quickly there was one
surprised llama in the back of our small car. She grunted a little as we shoved her in; then she
settled down to a steady stream of hums. As we prepared to leave, I put my face up to hers. She
blew on me. I blew back, and we were off.
It was several hours, mostly on freeways, to our place. Posey continued her questioning hums; I
answered by telling her about Levi, Tumbleweed, and all the fine llama babies she would have.
Now and then I turned around, and we rubbed noses.
Posey moved around sideways until she was looking out the back window. I was surprised that
few motorists noticed.
One car did pull up next to us. "What's that, a goat?'' hollered the driver.
"A LLAMA!'' Kelly and I chorused. The fellow grinned.
We arrived home late in the afternoon. I later heard from a llama-owning friend that she too
had transported llamas in the back of a small station wagon. She stopped doing it after a female
tried to stand up and broke the back window. We decided to just use our van.
As we took Posey out of the car, both males were at the edge of their yard, eagerly watching.
Posey saw them right away, and stood up very tall. Since we hadn't planned to come home with
a llama, we didn't have a second fenced area. We tied Posey to a tree.
Posey didn't like being tied up. She ran around and around, lunging to the end of her rope. Like
the males, she learned very quickly, and within five minutes she knew how far she could run.
Then it seemed less that she was alarmed, and more that she was just frisky. After a while she
settled down.
"We'll take you out to dinner to celebrate your new llama,'' offered the friends who had been
llama-sitting while we were away. I wanted to stay home with Posey, but everyone else went
out to eat.
It was still warm after the hot day. I sat on the steps of the trailer, watching Posey. What a lovely
creature she was, grazing there, and what a turn our lives were taking. A year ago we had been
waiting for our home in California to sell, hoping that the third would-be sale wouldn't fall
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through as the others had, hoping that we would be able to buy this land in Oregon. Now I was
not only a country homesteader, but a llama owner as well.
Astonishing, wonderful--and also puzzling. Kelly and I had made a series of decisions over the
years, as anyone does, about where to live, what work to do. Somehow our decisions had led to
this moment. Here I sat, enjoying the evening, feeling the peacefulness of being a solitary
human surrounded by land, trees, and animals. I was a contented little speck in the panorama of
mountains, surprised at how naturally my city-bred self had come to love this solitude.
Living with llamas was good for my maternal impulses. I enjoyed being a mother hen, or rather a
mama llama.
My newest charge was grazing a little, watching the other llamas, watching me. A thunderstorm
was building, far to the east. As the noise of the thunderbolts increased, Posey began running
around again.
I went down by her tree and took her rope in my hand, then very slowly moved toward her. She
trembled a little as I approached, but as before, once I was close, she nuzzled me and seemed
glad of the comfort. We had a long tete-a-tete, only broken when a loud thunderclap sent her
scurrying.
The storm didn't seem to bother Levi or Tumbleweed; they were just standing around. After
several bright lightning flashes from the eastern horizon, Levi stared steadily in that direction.
I decided to put Posey in the llama yard and stake out the males. She couldn't be in with them
because we didn't want her pregnant. It was unlikely that she could be yet, or that these young
males could do the job, but we didn't want to risk it.
Levi was easy to catch, but Tumbleweed eluded me. He could run faster than I, and he wasn't in
the mood to be caught. I tried maneuvering him between Levi and the fence, a trick which often
worked, but Tumble wasn't having any. Frustrated, I gave up until the others returned.
The males liked being staked out, so long as they had good grazing around. We kept them
staked for three days, while we fenced another area, making sure that somebody was home all
that time. The llamas wouldn't be able to run away from any dogs that came along, and we
knew that dogs could be dangerous. As it happened, an unfamiliar dog did wander in. The males
watched it intently; it didn't get as far as Posey's field. It seemed old and gentle, and left when
our dogs barked.
We used six-foot field fencing for the new, larger llama field, even though many llama owners
put up fences of four feet. They probably didn't have four feet of snow or drifts seven feet high.
The wire mesh of the fence kept out a porcupine that came by, and we were glad. Our llamas
liked to investigate strange new things by putting their noses close and sniffing.
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Dan phoned the day after we brought Posey home, to hear how she was doing. After I filled him
in, I asked him about something Kelly had noticed. Posey seemed nervous around our dogs. The
funny thing was that she was more upset by lazy old Martha than by lively young Cider.
"She has good reason to be watchful around dogs,'' said Dan. "When she was just a few months
old, some dogs from the neighborhood got into the llama pasture. They chased her and another
young one very roughly. They didn't hurt Posey, just scared her--but they injured the other little
one so badly that we had to put it down.''
"Do you know what the dogs looked like?''
"I didn't see them, but I'd guess from Posey's behavior that they looked something like your old
dog. She'll settle down, though, don't worry. After that incident, we moved her up to Tom and
Toni's place. They have a dog up there, and after Posey had seen it a few times, she was fine
with it. These dogs of yours may be the first ones she's seen since then. She's smart, she'll learn
fast that it's okay.''
Dan was right; soon Posey became accustomed to our dogs. She reversed her reaction to them,
becoming indifferent to old Martha but vigilant toward Cider's exuberant movements. She and
Cider sometimes sniffed noses through the fence.
As we came to know her, we realized what a very different personality Posey had from the
males. Where they were placid, she was temperamental. Where Levi would walk right up to
anything he wanted to investigate, Posey would go back and forth. Where Tumbleweed was
aloof until caught, she was flighty. Where the males were companionable when on lead, she was
affectionate.
Posey and the male llamas spent hours staring at each other across the fences. We wondered if
she was lonely, but loneliness wasn't really the issue in the way she watched Levi and
Tumbleweed. It was the great drama of being male and female.
The first morning that Posey was here, Kelly took Levi, on a lead, up to her fence. The two llamas
sniffed noses through the fence, and then Posey made a loud snorting sound she had been
making at the males. She raised herself up very tall. Levi put his neck down low, and flipped his
tail onto his back, indicating submission.
When we took Tumbleweed over, he and Posey went through the same routine. Kelly took
Tumble into Posey's field, still on lead. After a while they quit the display, and stood around near
each other, doing nothing in particular.
Male llamas are used for packing, but the females are generally kept home to have the best
conditions for pregnancy. Once females reach adulthood, they're pregnant most of the time: a
female carries her young for about eleven and a half months, and is usually bred again within
two or three weeks after delivery.
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One woman who came to visit was captivated. "I had no idea llamas were so approachable,''
Char said, as Posey blew on her cheek.
"Would you like to help me comb her?'' I asked, feeling a little like Tom Sawyer with the bucket
of whitewash. I had been meaning to comb her for weeks.
"I'd love to!'' said Char, and so we did, using a dog brush to pull out the loose wool, stuffing it
into our pockets. We took turns combing, while the other one diverted Posey with nuzzles and
kisses. Her wool was long and soft; it was a pleasure to sink a hand down into her thick coat.
In the dusk, we strolled up to the ridge with Posey. The lights of cars on the freeway about a
mile away caught her eye, and she stopped. She watched the lights for a long time. We
continued up to the top of the ridge, and she stood erect, silhouetted against the pink sky and
distant mountains. Her attention was still on the lights. My attention was on her, my heart full of
appreciation for this regal being.
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Chapter Four: Getting to Know Them
The summer days were long and warm, but winter was already blowing a chill across our minds.
Our first winter on the land had been difficult, with the winds battering our trailer as if the thin
walls, built in southern California, were gauze curtains. Ice had formed at night on the dogs'
water bowl in the kitchen. We had been snowbound twice. For weeks there had been six-foot
snowdrifts. Everyone had said it was the worst winter in years, but we wanted to be well
prepared for whatever the coming winter might bring.
We built sheds for the llamas. We moved our trailer to a less exposed spot, bought a second old
trailer with fine wood paneling, and began building a large greenhouse/living room between the
two. I was sorry to move the trailer. I had grown accustomed to seeing Levi looking in our
bedroom window early in the morning. It was a nice routine, and I would miss it. But the trailer
did seem to fit well into the new spot, still near the llama fields but on the other side of them.
The first morning there, I opened my eyes and looked out the window. Levi and Tumbleweed
were sitting as close to our bedroom window as they could get. Levi was gazing in. I was
delighted, even though I recognized that their interest in our movements stemmed, in part at
least, from a desire for breakfast.
Sometimes Levi was balky on our walks. One evening, we took him out with Posey, leaving
Tumbleweed behind. Levi didn't like leaving his buddy, and after a while he just sat down. He
wouldn't budge. I tried running at him, which I'd heard would get a sitting llama up, but he was
imperturbable. As soon as I started to walk back toward the field where Tumbleweed was
watching, Levi stood up and followed me.
All we wanted that evening was a lazy stroll, so we took Posey by herself. "We'd better do more
training with Levi,'' I suggested as we wandered along Llama Lane.
"How do you propose we teach him to do what we want, instead of whatever he pleases?''
asked Kelly wryly.
"I don't know. Just practice, I guess.''
My confidence increased as I succeeded in little things. One evening when Kelly led Posey, and I
had both males, the tarp covering the tractor flapped in the breeze and startled Posey. She
reared up, and the males ran sideways. Levi headed off to the right, while Tumbleweed angled
away from him. I held on tight, spinning around with their lead ropes in my hands. I was ready to
let go if I really had to and pleased when they stopped and I was still there.
As I became more comfortable around them, my love for the llamas increased Yet at times I felt
frustrated: here were these incredibly woolly animals, and I just wanted to cuddle them. Posey
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liked a cuddle now and then, but you had the challenge of catching her first. The males were not
into cuddles.
Llamas just weren't teddy bears. They didn't crave the human touch the way many dogs and
cats did. Aside from touching noses, llamas touched each other rarely. When they did, it was in
fighting or breeding, or it was a mother with a baby. They jostled at the feeding station, but
snuggling up was not a joy to a llama.
I was reading a book called Llama Training: Who's in Charge? at the time, and it called llamas
companionable rather than affectionate. That struck me as an apt description. Our three
enjoyed being around us. They watched whatever we were doing. Their curiosity seemed
endless. They liked walking with us, we knew, as their entire bodies would express interest: ears
forward, heads turning from side to side, tails perhaps lifted a little.
We did a lot of communicating by looks. I had wondered if looking a llama in the eye would have
the aggressive overtones it did with a dog. It seemed that it could at times, but there was a lot of
eye contact going on between the llamas and us, and none of our three seemed to take offense.
The times of eye contact seemed to me times of communion, but I didn't know if the llamas
interpreted them in the same way.
In exasperation, I wrote:
LEVI AND I
We see eye to eye.
I cry oh Levi why can't we talk?
We can only walk,
Walk and look, and see eye to eye.
I recited it to him, in the new barn. He listened. At least he didn't tell me I should have tried
iambic pentameter.
Some of my most peaceful moments were the ones I spent alone with the animals. Long
afternoons passed dreamily, while I worked in the garden or cleared brush, looking up now and
then to watch a llama or look at subtle changes in the mountain view.
On a sunny afternoon, I pulled nails out of old barn wood, working right next to Posey's field.
The old wood was from an early settler's shanty, now collapsed in the valley below us, too
fragile to use for anything but decoration. We were going to cover Posey's shed with it. Kelly and
Ajila were in town. The sun was warm, but the wind had a bite to it. Distant Mount Shasta was
showing white further down her flanks than she had before the recent rains.
My mind gradually loosened up, and in the late afternoon there came over me a delicious
sensation of being totally in the present, feeling in harmony with the llamas and the mountains,
in harmony even with the stubborn nails. It was a familiar experience, though rare. I was most
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likely to feel it when I was alone and outside. It may be what turns people into devoted
gardeners.
Cider was running around and Martha was lying up against Posey's fence. Posey was sitting near
me, watching me carry boards. The cat walked by. In my serene state, I thought about telepathic
communication with animals. My experiences of it were limited to a few times when one of our
dogs responded to my thoughts. Even then I was reluctant to say that it was telepathy, for
possibly I had given clues without realizing it.
Occasionally I experienced telepathic connections with other people. If I were to try tuning into
the llamas, would there be a way I could know whether I was really sensing what a llama was
experiencing? I didn't know. Llamas were so very different from humans.
In college, I majored in anthropology because of my fascination with the varied ways of life that
humans have developed. My interest in llamas stemmed from the same root, a branch further
out on the same tree. I didn't want to go out on a limb, but I kept thinking, what is it like to be a
llama?
When I studied anthropology, I saw how easy it was to project the attitudes of one's own
culture onto people in other cultures. So too I could see that it would be easy to attribute
human characteristics to the llamas.
Yet there was a lot of common ground. Many of their experiences were similar to ours: the
pleasure of eating, the importance of companionship, feelings of fear, curiosity, aggression.
Observing llamas, and reading about the observations of other people, was how we had learned
most of what we knew about them. I wasn't eliminating the possibility of telepathy, but for now
I wanted to focus on what I could observe. We already knew that llamas had a number of ways
of communicating. We heard them use a variety of sounds. We saw that head, neck, and tail
positions had meanings.
Humming, clicking, snorting and the alarm call were the sounds we had come to recognize. A
hum could range from an inquisitive high-pitched squeal to a low grunt. If we separated our two
males, Tumbleweed would call to Levi in almost a bleat. "What's going on? Where are you?''
were perfectly contained in the sound.
Posey often hummed when she was sitting quietly next to a pile of hay, perhaps nosing around
in it. She made a soft sound, and seemed contented. Levi sometimes made a sound like that,
only greater in volume, if he had been staked out for some time. When he wanted to go back to
his field, he could be very persistent in humming, and you understood that he wanted a change
right now.
Clicking and snorting were other llama sounds. So far, only Posey had made them. She did so
when she and the males were posturing to each other. When she made these sounds, she stood
up very tall and sometimes put her ears back.
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Posey was the first to give the alarm call. I was reading in the trailer, Cider on the floor beside
me. We both heard a strange sound, a cross between a donkey's bray and a loud hiccup. Cider
jumped up and began barking enthusiastically. I let her out, found some shoes, and followed.
All three of the llamas were looking toward the paved road. Just as I came out, the sound
happened again. Cider ran in circles, excited by it. I discovered it came from Posey, who was
moving around in prancing steps. An unfamiliar dog was standing on the road, where the llamas
were looking. I assumed the intruder was the cause of the alarm, given Posey's history with
dogs.
Whenever I heard an alarm call, I went out to investigate. But often I couldn't tell what Posey
had seen. Was her vision better than mine, or were we just interpreting things differently? Once
it appeared that a large crow had set her off.
On a warm, moonlit night around two in the morning, Posey gave an alarm call. Cider yapped.
Posey called again, and Cider echoed it. I looked out and saw Posey's white neck as she moved
about. I curled back up next to Kelly, who had barely moved.
Posey gave another alarm call, louder and longer. I put on a robe and went out. I could see
nothing but three llamas and many mountains in the moonlight, but it was pleasant to be out in
the quiet night. "Posey, I don't know what you saw,'' I told her. Back in bed, I curled my nicely
cooled body around Kelly and slept till morning.
Another time the call interrupted my writing. "Posey, I'd better tell you the old folk tale about
the boy who cried wolf,'' I grumbled as I went outside. But this time it wasn't Posey.
Tumbleweed was giving the alarm call as several large cows walked up our driveway. It was
open range in the area, and the cattle were moving into the cooler elevations. We didn't want
cattle on our land, as they could damage the several hundred small trees Kelly had planted the
previous spring. We ran down to chase them off, and applauded Tumbleweed for being a good
watch-llama.
Of all the posturing, I found ears the most expressive. When our llamas were looking at
something in the distance, they moved their ears forward. When we brought them some grain,
the forward ears showed interest. When they were listening to something, sometimes one ear
was forward and another one back.
Like horses and perhaps other animals, llamas put their ears back as a sign of displeasure or
aggressive intent. The two males communicated through slight changes in ear position. In one
exchange, Levi's ears were back a little as Tumbleweed approached where Levi was eating. Levi's
ears lowered an inch. Tumbleweed didn't leave. Levi lowered his ears further and raised his
neck. Tumbleweed left.
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Through signals such as these, the two of them worked out their living arrangements. Their
system seemed to have some advantage over human ways of handling the same issues. I began
indicating my mood by placing my hands at the side of my head in the appropriate position.
There were tail movements which accompanied the ear activities. A tail just hanging down was
normal. If a llama felt the need for self-assertion, the tail would go up. The further up, the more
aggressive the stance was becoming--until a curious reversal occurred. If the llama flipped his
tail all the way over, so that it was resting on his back, that indicated submission.
Sometimes the llamas didn't come to a peaceful agreement, and the next escalation could be
spitting. The contents of the mouth might be tossed out, or it might be a spray of saliva. Most of
the spitting we saw between the two males--and there wasn't much of it--occurred over food. In
the most drastic form of spitting, a llama spat a smelly mess reminiscent of rotten compost. If
things became that serious, the llamas would stand around afterwards with their mouths
hanging open. We called this bad mouthing.
We had seen enough other llamas to know that ours were typical in being moderate about
spitting. People who hadn't been around llamas often expected more spitting. It seemed that
llamas had been given some undeserved bad press.
Sometimes the two would chase each other around for a while, nipping at each other. We heard
a new sound: Tumbleweed would sometimes screech. It was almost a whinny. They would fight
for a while, and then, with no obvious conclusion, the fight would be over and they were
buddies again. They fought almost every day for fifteen or twenty minutes. We wondered if they
would become more territorial as they grew up.
How much of their behavior was learned, and how much was innate? We had seen a threehour-old baby at the Patterson's ranch, and he was using the ear movements in exactly the
same way adults did. That suggested that much of the behavior was inborn.
We loved watching the llamas and trying to make sense of their actions.
Bill Franklin, a wildlife ecologist and owner of llamas and guanacos, had written about llama
language. He gave names to a variety of body positions and sounds. "Aha, I just saw a HET!'' I
would exclaim. HET was short for horizontal ear threat, and we noticed it often. The more
sensitive we became, the more subtleties we saw. The Aymara Indians of Lake Titicaca called
llamas 'speechless brothers.' We were realizing how very talkative they were.
We imitated them. "Mmmm,'' I said to Kelly.
"Mmmm,'' he replied.
"Mmmm?''
"Mmmm.''
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We spoke llama now. Not, perhaps, with all the nuances of a native speaker, but we were pretty
fluent. We spoke llama, and we adopted some llama traits. The pre-spitting threat was useful.
We sniffed gently to express curiosity or greeting.
Beyond our acting out, we experienced the world differently. We had an additional perspective,
the view of the llama. Or, at least, our view of the llamas' view.
When I was nineteen and in Europe for the first time, an old Frenchman told me, "When you are
bilingual, then you are twice a person.'' As I struggled with French, I understood what he meant.
There was something about thinking in a different mode that gave me a fresh outlook on life. I
hadn't used my French in years, but I was again twice a person.
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Chapter Five: Shopping Trip
We were looking for another female or two. It would take a number of years to develop a line of
small llamas, if we could do it at all; we were eager to try. Much as we loved Posey, she wasn't
tiny. Her lovely looks and long wool would be assets in our herd, though.
After many years when our savings account rarely exceeded a hundred dollars, we were slightly
astonished to find ourselves able to afford female llamas. Real estate was the reason. We had
sold our place in California for far more than it had cost us seven years earlier, and I had
inherited some money from the sale of my family home in Washington, D.C. We felt a
responsibility to use this money wisely. Late-night talks had ultimately boiled down to llamas,
with some of the funds going for developing our land. We were keeping our housing costs
minimal, the better to get started with llamas.
So we were in the right mood when we heard of two small llamas for sale, one a female and one
a male. We didn't think we needed another small male yet, but this llama aroused our curiosity.
He was at Dan Schoenthal's. All black with a white nose, Whiskers was several inches shorter
than Posey, very intelligent, and already trained.
Our most urgent autumn chores were done: the llama sheds were built, water lines buried,
firewood collected, driveway graveled. It was late October, and still Indian Summer, a lovely
time for a trip. We cleaned up our old van, found a llama-sitter, and headed north.
We took Cider along. She perched happily between us on the engine cover, looking out the
window at everything. She was a year old now, and beginning to grow out of her puppy
excesses.
Indian Summer gave way to Oregon drizzle as we entered the green Willamette Valley. Our first
stop was at Safley's, a llama ranch we hadn't seen before. They had the small female.
The place was an enchanted forest. "You'll recognize it by a llama statue out front,'' Ken Safley
had told me on the phone. The large statue was set in an open field, and suggested that this was
no ordinary ranch. Behind the field was woodland, and flitting about among the trees we could
see the delicate shapes of dozens of llamas. The continuing rain made the place seem all the
more magical: with no clues from the sun, we were suspended outside of time.
Ken gave us a tour, beginning with the forest. Surrounded by beautiful female llamas was the
bushy-eyebrowed stud, John L. Lewis. The herd was graceful, mostly medium-sized, with long
wool. They were friendly, but stand-offish enough that you could walk easily among them. "I
don't like a herd that crowds you,'' Ken said.
It was fairyland with practical touches. The trees were wrapped with wire, to keep the llamas
from eating the bark and killing the trees. There were two latches on the gate between
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pastures. "That way, if I should miss one, the other will hold,'' Ken pointed out, as we moved
into the next field.
Here were the little ones, six months and younger, with their mothers. The woods sloped down
to a creek, very full this rainy day. A rounded footbridge led to more pasture. Ken showed us the
mother and the grandmother of the little female he had for sale.
Finally we came to her. She was in a large, open barn, with a group of newly-weaned six-monthold babies. She was eleven months old, and shorter than any of them, though more filled out.
We walked among the babies. They ran this way and that, continuous movement swirling
around us. The one we came to see was standing still, watching us.
She had inherited her father's bushy eyebrows, I was pleased to see. I liked her looks: a nice
straight back and thick, wavy wool.
And she was so very small. "She'll grow more,'' said Ken, "but both of her parents are on the
small side. She's not going to be a big llama.''
We continued through the grounds, passing a gazebo and going through a gate that brought us
out to the back lawn. There was our van, with Cider looking out the window. In the door stood a
chow, its blue tongue showing as it barked at Cider. Ken quieted the dog and invited us in for
tea.
We sat by the fire with Ken and his wife Marge, and talked of llamas. They had once, years
before, stopped for breakfast in the town of Sisters, in eastern Oregon. They drove past the
Patterson ranch, which even then had a large llama herd. One thing led to another, and they
soon found themselves the owners of Bonnie and Clyde. "They're grandparents to that small
one you looked at,'' Marge said.
I was in the habit of asking llama breeders for their opinions about llamas as an investment.
Where most cattle or sheep ranchers I've met would sigh or swear about their financial
prospects, llama breeders tended to smile.
Ken smiled. "Oh, I think they'll continue to be an excellent investment,'' he said. "Suppose you
kids got to the point where you could sell a pair of babies a month. Build up your herd a while,
and look where you can be in ten years' time.'' His words cheered me.
The Safleys were so hospitable that we stayed for hours, absorbing information, swapping tales.
We were to give them a call the next day, or come by, if we wanted to buy the little female. As
soon as we started driving, Kelly said, "We'd be crazy not to buy her.''
"I wish I liked her face better,'' I said.
"I like it,'' Kelly said. "She's got character. Did you notice how still she was once we caught her?
She's a pretty calm cookie.''
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"I'm glad I don't have to decide this very minute,'' I said. "I'll probably be clearer in the
morning.'' The Safley's place would be right on our way home the next day.
Night had fallen by the time we got to Dan's place, and it was raining hard. He was willing to go
out with a flashlight and find Whiskers, so the three of us ran through the pitch-black fields to
the barn. The rain was finding its way down my neck, my feet finding their way from one puddle
to the next. The barn light shone dimly on huddled llama shapes.
Dan brought us into his barn, an old two-storied one, with a trap door to nether regions. He left
us there while he went to find Whiskers.
It was almost Halloween. "What a great place for a spooky party,'' I said, peering down through
the trap door. "I wonder what's down there.'' The rain on the tin roof was suddenly softer, and
we could speak in normal tones.
"I love the look of black llamas,'' said Kelly. The rain was louder on the roof again, and we saw an
approaching flashlight.
The Halloween mood continued as a door banged open, and a shape entered, all black except
for a bit of white in front. It shook, and revealed itself as a wet llama. "Whiskers, I presume,''
said Kelly.
Whiskers roamed around the barn. Another llama wandered in, this one much larger. Dan came
last. "The black one is Whiskers, of course,'' he said.
"He already introduced himself,'' I said.
"This one is Kemo,'' Dan continued. Kemo was a giant next to Whiskers. "I brought him in for
contrast.''
Whiskers was about Tumbleweed's height, but more delicately boned. The tip of his nose and
mouth was white; everything else black. In the dim light of the barn, he looked very black.
"You say he's trained?'' Kelly asked.
"Yes, he leads very well. I took him to the state fair, and he was very good there among all the
crowds. Here, I'll show you.'' Dan put a rope on Whiskers, and led him around the barn.
"Whiskers, sit down,'' he said, with a slight tug downward on the lead rope.
Whiskers sat down on the board floor. "I wish now that I hadn't, but I gelded Whiskers' father.
His mother died last year. So one good thing about Whiskers as a breeder is that he won't have a
bunch of close relatives running around.''
Dan handed me the rope. "Tell him 'up,' and pull a little upward,'' he instructed. I did, and found
myself face to face with one alert llama. I led Whiskers around the barn, skirting the open trap
door. Dan and Kelly were discussing barn construction.
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I liked Whiskers. "You're a real charmer,'' I said to him. Whiskers was listening to me. I felt more
like the job applicant than like the employer. "If you come live with us we'll take you hiking.
You'll live with a couple of other males, and next year you can breed Posey. Did you ever meet
her? She used to live here.''
I couldn't tell what he thought of my offer. Kelly walked him around a bit, and we all prepared to
leave, the humans to talk in Dan's kitchen, the llamas to go out into the dark night again. I knew
they had shelter out there; Dan explained that they didn't always choose to use it. We had
already noticed that with our three at home.
Over tea, I tried to articulate a recurring question. "I keep wondering what I'm doing with
llamas. It's exciting to go around looking at them, and they're lots of fun at home, but I wonder
if it isn't going to turn out to be just another passing fancy.''
"Being around llamas tends to be addicting,'' Dan said with a grin.
"Yes, I've noticed that, but I'm vaguely uncomfortable with my `back-to-the-land' impulses. Oh,
it's wonderful to have a garden, and I do love our land and the llamas, but sometimes I'm afraid
of missing out on the really important things, of not making any significant contribution with my
life.
"My classmates from Stanford are distinguished professors by now, doing research. Or they're
fairly high up in the government. Or combining motherhood with a full-time medical practice.
And what am I doing? Breeding llamas. This is the twentieth century, this is the nuclear age, this
is a time of incredible challenges, and I just wonder if I'm retreating from the real issues by
taking on llamas.''
Dan told us why he was involved with llamas, breeding them, training them, studying them,
brokering them, planning a trip to South America. "I think there's a lot of significant work that
can be done with llamas. They have an important place in healing the breach between man and
nature.
"I see what happens on every pack trip we take. Everybody relaxes during the trip. You might
expect that just from being out in nature. But it's more than that: people notice the sensitivity
and intelligence of the llamas, and it blows their minds. They start thinking about all kinds of
things. You wouldn't believe some of the conversations we have, on those llama trips. I've been
told many times that they have had a profound impact.
"Humanity must come to a greater appreciation of nature, and it must happen pretty fast,'' he
went on. "If not, well, there's a point of no return out there someplace. If we blow it, it won't be
just for ourselves. I'm not doing all this for people. I'm doing it for the llamas.''
"Dan, thank you,'' I said. "You've just handed me a missing piece of my own personal jigsaw
puzzle. Not that I'm going to start doing all the things you're doing. But what you've said gives
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me more of a feeling for how my enjoyment of llamas could be the basis for something. If this
sounds vague, it is. But food for thought.''
It was late, and we went out to sleep in our van. As we lay there listening to the rain, I thought
of times I had heard the rain on the van in Guatemala. I thought of the harmony with nature of
the Indians there, and I thought of the large amounts of pesticide they breathed in the coffee
plantations. Nothing was simple. But I had a new piece of the puzzle. Thoughts of llamas turned
into dreams of llamas. Whiskers was telling me things.
When we woke, it was still overcast but not raining. We took our tea out to the pasture to watch
Whiskers. We thoughtlessly brought along the bran muffins we were having for breakfast, and a
dozen curious llamas would gladly have relieved us of them. It seemed somehow rude to eat in
front of them, so we retreated to the van to finish breakfast.
We scarcely had to discuss it; both of us felt Whiskers would be a fine addition to our little herd.
Kelly arranged the van for llama hauling and puttered with the engine.
I went back to the llama pasture, taking Cider with me on lead. I wanted to watch Whiskers'
interactions with the larger males. Dan had said Whiskers could be quite a fighter, one who
wouldn't hesitate to take on llamas much larger than himself.
Nobody was fighting this morning. Cider wanted to play with the llamas. To distract her, I
walked her around the large pasture, letting her sniff this and that, a bush here, a dung pile
there.
At first the llamas watched us from afar. Then they all came running across the meadow,
Whiskers in the lead, Kemo a close second. We made quite a procession, meandering around
the pasture at a dog's pace. Whenever Cider would turn toward the llamas, they stepped back a
little. When she turned away, they came up closer.
Dan joined me there. "Kelly said you've decided to take Whiskers,'' he said, and I felt that he was
glad. "Be sure and take him places, do things with him, or he'll be bored. He loves to have a
good time.''
Whiskers went willingly into our van, and we drove back to Safley's. Ken was out, and Marge let
us take our time. We looked at the small female's parents and the two grandparents that were
there. Kelly was ready to buy her, but I still needed to think more.
I sat for a while by myself in the pen with the little one and the young weanlings. They were
restless and humming, perhaps because they had recently been removed from their mothers.
She was quiet, watching me in a relaxed way. We made eye contact for several long, hypnotic
seconds, and I felt that I was seeing her soul in her dark eyes. I liked her.
I roamed around, trying to find what my reluctance was. Was my intuition trying to tell me
something? The footbridge across the creek beckoned, and I sat there, dangling my legs over the
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side. Aha! Spending that much money was bothering me: even though we had planned to do it,
parting with thousands of dollars was not easy.
Once I realized it, I laughed. A little anxiety wasn't going to stop me from buying this llama. I
imagined how it would be to have her in our herd, and it felt lovely. As I stretched and looked
up, a young llama was romping across the meadow, nice symbol of fecundity and increase.
"Well, I'm finally ready,'' I murmured to myself, and went to find Kelly.
Loading the struggling young one in the van was a job, but soon we had both llamas settled. We
tied Whiskers up, just in case he decided to try breeding the new one.
Whiskers had been humming interrogatively, but once we loaded the female, he was quiet. On
the front seat, Cider was shaking with curiosity.
The new female stood up for more of the trip than Whiskers did. The only rough part of the
drive was going through Eugene during rush hour, having to zig and zag through unfamiliar
streets on our way to the freeway. The llamas tended to bump as we turned right or left.
We stopped for dinner after dark. As we sat eating hamburgers in a crowded fast food place, I
watched the outlines of the llamas as they moved around in the van. Whiskers bumped the back
light switch on, so it was easy to see the two new members of our family.
We arrived home late at night, in a drizzle. By flashlight we unloaded the little one in with Posey.
Posey came racing over making loud clicking and snorting noises. Levi and Tumbleweed always
responded to Posey's clicking with their low-rider posture, but this young female lifted her tail
and stood up straight. She and Posey sniffed each other.
"Posey, meet Lil Bit,'' I said.
I led the new one into the shed, and took her lead off. She noticed the hay. Then I leaned against
the juniper tree and watched while the two females got acquainted. Posey followed the
newcomer around, sometimes clicking. Lil Bit didn't make any sounds.
Kelly led Whiskers into the males' field. Smelling noses and rears was the main activity over
there too. It was all very amicable. We hadn't really known what to expect.
The rain increased, and we went inside.
The first llama I saw in the morning was Whiskers, looking in our bedroom window.
Tumbleweed and Levi soon wandered out from the barn, large Levi lurking in a submissive pose
behind Tumbleweed. Whiskers strolled the perimeter of the field, gazing at the females. He
looked right at home.
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Chapter Six: Winter Tales
On a chilly afternoon late in the fall, we staked out the three males on the slope below the
females' field. There was much clucking and tail movement as we tied them up, but soon the
males ignored Posey and Lil Bit. They settled down to the serious business of eating.
Kelly went off to town, and I did outdoor chores, twice untangling Whiskers when he wrapped
his lead rope around a small tree. I harvested the last of the Jerusalem artichokes and put the
garden to bed for the winter. I spread manure from the females' field on the garden. The gate
latch into their field was a little awkward, and I was careful to make sure it caught.
I went back for more manure. After latching the gate I rubbed Lil Bit's neck. "You're so
approachable,'' I told her, "so easy to catch. Don't you like it when I scratch your neck hard?''
She stretched her neck out luxuriously.
I looked up and saw that Posey was browsing just outside the gate. Somehow it had swung
open. I heard myself say, "Oh, no.''
I tied Lil Bit up, and sat down, hoping--but not really expecting--that Posey might just wander
back in. My heart was pounding. I was mad at myself for not being more careful. I took several
deep breaths and thought about what I could do. I tried not to think about the story I had read
about two llamas that were lost for a couple of weeks. That was from a pack trip, not their own
home--and they had eventually turned up.
Soon Posey wandered away from the gate. I could imagine her walking back into the field after
exploring the big world for a while, so I put a bucket with some grain just inside the gate, where
it might arouse her curiosity.
Posey was having a good time browsing and wandering among the three tied-up males. I
decided I would break it up if they tried to breed, but it didn't advance beyond flirtation. After
the first couple of minutes, I decided that Posey wasn't about to take off into the rapidly
approaching sunset.
After following her around for half an hour, never getting close, I had to admit that I had no idea
how to catch her. My pockets were stuffed with grain, and I had a lead rope around my waist,
but Posey wasn't letting me anywhere near her. I had never lassoed anything in my life.
It was time for some help. Maybe I could find a neighbor at home, but I preferred Kelly.
Darkness was only a couple of hours away, and I didn't like the idea of Posey loose in the dark. I
ran into the trailer, and phoned the place where Kelly was planning to jam with the High Street
Boogie Band. He wasn't expected there for a while yet, but the guitarist promised to send him
home if I hadn't called back.
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I grabbed a camera and a roll of film before running back out. Posey was grazing midway
between the trailer and the other llamas, and she watched me while I sat on the ground and
loaded the camera.
We were each keeping an eye on the other. "Hey Posey, am I part of your herd?'' I asked.
She began roaming further afield, gradually making her way up toward the ridge, occasionally
checking to make sure I was nearby. I stayed back; I didn't want my presence encouraging her to
go farther.
For the first time she moved out of sight of the other llamas, following a deer trail that led out to
a rocky point. She seemed to be enjoying her outing. Now that I had the camera in my hand, I
was enjoying myself a little more too. I photographed her just as she was silhouetted against a
bend in the path. She disappeared from my sight, and I felt nervous again.
Then she was above me, at the top of the ridge.
Suddenly she took off and ran, a beautiful frisky run, all the way down the slope to the other
llamas. I galloped after her, with perhaps a little less grace. She sniffed noses with Lil Bit, who
was still tied up, and browsed near the males. I strolled around, noticing my cold toes and nose.
The sun was down.
It was a relief to hear the sound of our truck. I filled Kelly in on Posey's activities and filled his
pockets up with grain. Posey was flirting with the males again. "She even sat down for Levi a
while ago,'' I told Kelly, "but he didn't take advantage of it.''
"She seems ready to breed. We won't have any trouble when the time comes,'' he said.
Posey had noticed Kelly. He offered her a handful of grain but while she was thinking about it,
Levi ate it. She came closer, and Kelly gave her several handfuls. He tried to grab her. She
stepped back.
Then she was between her gate and a woodpile. Kelly and I came toward her, so that she either
had to go into her field or go right past us. She glanced at us and walked into her field.
We later thought of a way I could have caught her by myself. "If you had taken one of the males
into her field and tied him up, he might have acted as a lure,'' Kelly said. "Or all three,'' I added.
We agreed that all three males tied up in her space would have been irresistible.
For weeks afterward, Posey watched the gate closely, but we had put two latches on it.
Winter came early. It began snowing in November, and it didn't stop. The snow piled up higher
and higher, until only the top two feet of the six-foot llama fences were visible. Kelly spent hours
on the tractor, clearing our long driveway. After a while, he had to give up. We parked our
vehicles and the tractor down by the paved road, about a quarter of a mile away, and got a lot
of exercise bringing groceries in.
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I worried
d about the llamas at first.
They had
d no polyprop
pylene
underweear, no down comforters.
But when I put my haand deep into
o
Tumblew
weed's wool, I was
comforteed. It might not
n be down,
but that wool was covvering a warm
m
g cold feet
body. Did the llamas get
and nosees? They tuckked their feet
under th
heir bodies wh
hen they sat,
and theyy didn't reallyy seem to min
nd
the cold.. I knew of other llama
breederss who kept llaamas in coldeer
conditions than ours. Since llamas
were nattive to the An
ndes up to
fourteen
n thousand feeet, they mustt
be well adapted
a
to co
old.
They were quite a con
ntrast to
Cider. Ou
ur dog of Afriican heritage
growled when forced
d away from
the wood stove.
When th
he snow finally let up, I dugg
a path in
n the males' fiield. There
Tu
umbleweed in
n the snow
a
three fe
eet of snow, but
b the wind had blown it into high and
d low spots. The
T snow
was about
came up to my sho
oulder where I began digging the path. It was light enough
e
that th
he digging
was easy,
e
and with
h a big snow shovel
s
it went quickly. I du
ug a winding path
p
out to a loop, so theyy
could chase each other
o
withoutt having to baack out. Tumb
bleweed came out to watcch me. I talked
to him
m when I had the breath. He
H looked at me.
m
We du
ubbed the paath Llama Loo
op, and Kelly began
b
puttingg some hay out next to it. We had cold
but clear weather for weeks, an
nd the llamas went out theere much of every
e
day. On
n a windy
morning, with the temperaturee at nine degrees Fahrenheeit, Whiskers sat out theree for hours,
eatingg hay, lookingg as comfortaable as if it weere spring.
We haad built llamaa sheds with open
o
doorwaays. Because we
w had heard
d that llamas didn't
d
like
dark buildings,
b
on the roofs we installed corrugated fiberrglass roofing, alternating in strips with
the metal,
m
to let more
m
light in th
he sheds duriing the day.
Our llamas seemed
d to like theirr sheds. From our bedroom
m window wee could see th
he door to thee
femalles' little shed
d. Posey woulld often sit in the doorwayy, looking outt, and Lil Bit would
w
be
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p
to prrovide Posey
furtheer in. The largge juniper neaar their door combined with the wind patterns
and Lil Bit with a patch of bare ground.
g
Often they would
d walk around
d or sit out theere.
mes. "The wallls of the girlss' shed are covvered with
The close quarterss tried their paatience at tim
n globs,'' Kellyy reported one day after feeeding. "Lookks like they haad a long spittting match.''
green
At oth
her times, non-violent metthods worked
d. We watcheed Lil Bit apprroach the shed when Posey
was blocking
b
the doorway.
d
Poseey stood with
h her ears bacck. It was cleaar she didn't want
w
to let Lill
Bit intto the shed, where
w
the freesh hay had ju
ust been piled
d. Lil Bit stood
d by the doorr, her back to
Poseyy, and inched her way in. She
S slowly cro
owded againsst Posey until both llamas were
w
in the
shed. Then she turrned around for
f breakfast..
m
them. Most
M of my attention was on work in to
own. One
I saw less of the llaamas, and I missed
i self-hypnosis for writingg. The studen
nts were sittin
ng with eyes
evening, I was teacching a class in
shut, absorbed in the
t task I had
d given them, of allowing a symbol to arrise from the inner mind. It
I
could be anything,, and it was to
o help them with
w writing. I sat quietly.
Suddeenly I felt a syymbol inside me
m too, so I closed
c
my eyees.
Theree was Tumbleweed, close up,
u looking att me with his clear gaze, so
o very dignifieed even with
the peerpetual wisp
p of hay dangling from his mouth. "Writte for us!'' hiss gaze said to me. "Tell
peoplle who we are
e.''
My heeart seemed to
t expand beeyond my bod
dy with the magnitude
m
of the
t love I felt for him. In
that moment
m
he wasn't
w
so much an animal who
w lived in a fenced area on my land as
a he was a
wise benefactor,
b
serene yet neeeding what I could
c
give. I felt
f respect fo
or him and for his wisdom.
When
n it came to writing
w
a bookk, he was trulyy a speechlesss brother. Fo
or that he neeeded me.
Our Christtmas card wass
a sketch th
hat Kelly did,
with five lllamas, the
two of us, both dogs
and the caat. We
received mostly
m
amuseed
commentss from friendss
and relativves, but one
uncle of Keelly's wrote, "I
"
envy you the
t mountain
ns
but you caan keep the
llamas.''
"He probably thinks
they spit a lot,'' I said
when Kellyy read the
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card aloud.
Kelly had never been spat upon. "Do they spit at you?'' asked a reporter who was doing a llama
story for a Portland paper.
"Oh no,'' Kelly said cheerfully. "They do spit at each other now and then, but not at us.''
"How long is their wool?'' asked the photographer. Kelly was holding Lil Bit, and he parted the
strands of her wool.
Lil Bit turned her head around and spat.
First she hit the photographer; next, the writer; then Kelly felt a little pop-pop-pop as the grain
he had just given her landed on his forehead. Luckily the visitors believed Kelly's protestations
that this was rare; they didn't feature spitting in the article.
Kelly and I celebrated New Year's Eve with a bottle of champagne by the fire. Just before
midnight we went down to the barn for a party. Our footsteps and flashlights alerted the llamas,
and they eagerly nibbled the grain we offered them.
It was a beautiful night, cold and clear, stars filling the sky from one mountain horizon to
another. Although there was no moon, the mountains were bright with snow. I thought of the
parties in town we had been invited to, but I was glad to be home instead. What better way to
end the year than with the animal friends who had made it so special?
I felt a thrill as I thought of living with llamas in the coming year. I felt a chill as a gust of wind
whipped through my down jacket. When we went back inside, it was past midnight. We hadn't
heard any horns or firecrackers. We hadn't even kissed, but--better late than never--we took
care of that.
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w
outside on New Yeaar's Day. Kellyy added beam
ms to the shed
ds to strength
hen them
We worked
against the snow lo
oad, and I dug manure fro
om the femalees' shed. The heavy work made
m
us
warm
m, and we had
d a quart jar of
o orange juicee with us. Lil Bit sniffed it thoroughly.
t
She saat down by her front doorr, and watcheed our activitiees. I hunkered down next to her and
rubbeed her neck. "Lil
" Bit, I bet itt would be eaasy to make you
y into a pett. You're a bit much for a
trailerr, but when the living room
m is further along, I'll bringg you in,'' I prromised.
We finished the affternoon's wo
ork with a littlle llama training. We put cinches
c
aroun
nd Levi and
Whiskkers, as a step
p toward packing with them. They movved away from
m us and threeatened with
their necks as we put
p the cinchees on, but once they weree on, the llamas seemed ob
blivious to
.
them
w
day, ou
ur veterinariaan came out on
o a farm call. The llamas were
w
due for worming and
d
One wintry
inoculating. We haad meant to do
d it in the falll, but kept pu
utting it off until we decideed whether to
L
geld Levi.
Geldin
ng was said to
o make a malle llama moree tractable, an
nd since largee Levi didn't have
h
a place in
our breeding planss, we thoughtt about it. Butt he was such
h a fine fellow
w that we deccided we migh
ht
changge our minds about breediing. He was to
o remain intaact.
Our vet was Howdy Miller, a maan with a natural warmth toward both humans and animals. I
w there wheen our old do
og Martha
wanteed a vet who was comfortable with emotion--if he was
died, I wanted to be
b able to cryy without emb
barrassment. With Howdyy, I knew I cou
uld.
k
the otheer
Kelly held Levi while Howdy putt the worming medicine, a paste, in Levvi's mouth. I kept
ding around. Levi
L struggled
d, and as I watched, I felt my
m physical uncertainty.
llamas from crowd
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hi Beta Kappa now? If Levi were really carrying
c
on, I'd be scared of
o being hurt. I
What good was Ph
was embarrassed
e
about
a
it, but I had to admiit I was intimiidated.
Tumb
bleweed's curiosity brough
ht him closer. Since they were
w
almost finished with Levi,
L
I nabbed
d
Tumb
ble. Usually I could
c
hold on
n, but this tim
me he really diidn't want to be caught. He bolted. I
kept my
m arms arou
und his neck until
u
he darteed out the doo
or, but I wasn
n't dedicated enough to let
myself be scraped against the side
s of the doorway.
So myy physical skills had again been
b
inadequ
uate. But, parradoxically, I felt
f better. I knew
k
that I
could think of othe
er ways to do
o things. We could
c
build orr buy a restraiining chute. Sure,
S
there
mightt be an emerggency sometime where I would
w
be less skilled than I would want to be, but the
numb
ber of times th
hat would happen would probably
p
be small.
s
And I would
w
learn from each onee.
I didn't have to be Superwoman
n. I'd just be myself,
m
and th
hat would be good enough
h.
d I caught him
m. He didn't resist.
r
When Howdy
H
called for Whiskerss,
Whiskkers came up near me, and
I had him ready.
dy demonstraated giving shots, but I didn
n't absorb mu
uch. Many llama breeders did their own
n
Howd
worm
ming and inocu
ulating. Laterr for all that. I was learningg step by step
p, and if the stteps were
small,, so be it. The
ey were stepss.
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Chapter Seven: The Birds, the Bees,
and the Llamas
We had started saying, "We're llama breeders,'' when we acquired our first female. Now it was
time to actually do some breeding. We waited until early May to breed so the baby would be
born in warm weather the following year. We hadn't seen any breeding or any births, so it was
all rather abstract.
Our interest in breeding small llamas continued. A geneticist told me that we had chosen a
relatively easy thing to breed for. Height was controlled by several genes; the exact number
wasn't known. Chances were good that small llamas would reproduce small. Posey wasn't short,
but her offspring by small males might be. Lil Bit had grown some since we bought her, but she
was still very small. She was a little too young to breed; we'd give her a few more months.
The llamas seemed to be thinking about breeding too. Early in the spring, when we resumed
regular llama hikes, we took Levi and Tumbleweed out. After a few mouthfuls of fresh green
grass, they ran up to the fence around the females' area.
Immediately the familiar "junior high dance'' routine began. Posey and Lil Bit stood very straight
and tall, clucking, their tails arched high. Levi and Tumbleweed were eagerly touching noses
through the fence with the girls, heads moving up and down, all the way to the ground and back
up again. The males' posture was more upright than it had been in the fall. Junior high dances
had given way to high school.
Whiskers was running around in the males' field, along the fence nearest the females. He was
grimacing. "Whiskers looks mad,'' Kelly said. "He didn't get to go to the dance.''
We chose Mother's Day for the first breeding. It was to be Posey and Whiskers. We had many
discussions about what llama to breed to Posey. She was ready. Whiskers was three and a half,
so he was fully grown. The other males, not quite two, might not be able to breed successfully
yet. I was eager to see a Tumbleweed-Posey baby, as Tumbleweed had such good wool and a
more placid disposition than Whiskers, but I agreed that a Whiskers-Posey baby could be
wonderful too.
We put Posey in a newly-fenced pasture next to her old one. Then we brought Whiskers to her.
With the fence between them, they both snorted and stood up tall. Whiskers' tail wagged
rapidly; it seemed to be a gesture of assertiveness. Kelly led him in, and I closed the gate. Posey
came right up, then retreated.
Whiskers went straight to the females' dung pile. He spent about ten minutes there, sniffing it
thoroughly, then angling his neck up into the air. He was very interested in it.
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"An experienced stud will go right to work, but sometimes the young ones get hung up
performing flehmen at the dung pile,'' we had been told by another breeder. Whiskers was
supposedly learning from the scent of the pile that there was a female open for breeding. When
he seemed to be sniffing the air, a gland at the back of his mouth was operating, decoding the
message of the dung pile.
Posey watched him, then came over to sniff a camera which she hadn't seen before. Our old
camera was familiar, scarcely worth a sniff.
They approached each other--"finally!'' I said--and Whiskers reared up as if fighting another
male. Posey ran away from him. He discovered the lush green grass, much nicer than the grass
in his field, and he grazed his way around the pasture.
"It's cold,'' I said, as the sun disappeared behind a cloud.
"We could go sit in the van. They wouldn't be able to see us, and it would be warmer,''
suggested Kelly. Whiskers frolicked across the field.
We settled into the warmer environment of the van. "Junior high dances is right,'' I grumbled.
"She's on one side of the field and he's on the other. I thought they'd just do what comes
naturally. Are we going to have to teach them what to do?''
"Whiskers is kind of stand-offish with other llamas,'' Kelly said. "Maybe it'll just take him a while
before he pays much attention to her.''
"Then I'll go dig in the garden, and watch from there,'' I said. "This could take all day.''
"Okay,'' Kelly said. "I'll leave you the cameras. Guess I'll go inside. Call me when something
happens.''
We walked up toward the garden, closer to the other llamas. Lil Bit, Levi, and Tumbleweed were
watching Posey and Whiskers. I worked for an hour or so in the garden. Nothing much
happened. Even the other llamas stopped paying attention. Lil Bit chased the peacocks.
That night Posey and Whiskers slept at opposite ends of the pasture. Every time we looked the
next day, they were apart. Gradually the distance between them decreased until they were only
ten or twenty feet apart.
After a couple of days of nothing happening, we took Whiskers back home. We remembered
hearing that you stood a better chance of breeding if you put the female llama in with the male.
We did just that the next day, after staking Levi and Tumbleweed out where they couldn't see
the goings-on. We didn't want to make them jealous, and we wanted to minimize any
disturbance among the males.
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Then we walked Posey over. Whiskers made lovely gurgling noises in his throat. I'd heard
breeders refer to these sounds as 'orgling.'
As soon as Posey was in his field, Whiskers tried to mount her. We cheered. Posey explored the
place, sniffing dung piles. She didn't sit down for him. For several minutes, she strolled around.
Whiskers had rested his front on her behind and was walking on his hind legs only. Lil Bit was
running around by the fence, most interested in the proceedings.
"I guess it's progress,'' Kelly said."Since we can see this field better from the house, let's leave
Posey in here for several hours and keep checking.''
So we did. Nothing happened. Late in the afternoon, we put Posey back in with Lil Bit and
brought Levi and Tumbleweed home. Whiskers chased them around for a while.
The next day it rained off and on. During one of the nice spells, we took the two younger males
out to graze and we again put Posey in with Whiskers. As before, he orgled and tried to mount
her, and as before, she walked around the field with him hanging on behind. We decided that
our absence might speed the course of true love, so we went inside to watch from the window.
By the time we were at the window, Whiskers was browsing. That was it.
We went outside to remove Posey, planning to bring her back later, but after she was on lead,
Kelly and I both had the same idea. What would Whiskers do if Posey were sitting down?
We hadn't trained her to sit down. When I touched her legs, she pranced around, then sat to get
away from me. Kelly took a firm hold on her lead. Whiskers came over, and began sniffing
around Posey's tail. Posey, startled, jumped up.
We got her back down, and Whiskers came right back. Orgling, he stepped over Posey, rubbing
her sides with his front feet. He sat down on her. I quietly let myself out of the field and ran for
the camera. Kelly was still holding Posey's lead.
Finally something was happening. We had given Whiskers plenty of bawdy encouragement
these past few days. As I took some pictures of the three of them, I hoped Kelly wasn't too
uncomfortable, hunched down and holding Posey's lead. I wondered how long it took llamas to
mate. Forty-five minutes came into my mind from somewhere, but I wasn't sure. At least it had
stopped drizzling.
"It was fascinating,'' Kelly told me later. "Whiskers had a glazed look in his eyes. He seemed off
in some other world and he never stopped orgling. I couldn't believe how calm Posey was. You
know she's usually rather nervous, but she was so peaceful. And affectionate--she just kept
nuzzling me, sniffing my pockets and my cap, rubbing my cheeks.''
"What about that time when she turned her head up to Whiskers?'' I asked.
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"I couldn't really tell what that was,'' Kelly replied. "You saw how he kept trying to bite her ears.
She didn't seem to mind that at all. I bet she just wanted to nuzzle him too.''
Posey's rear was glistening. "Looks like the deed is done!'' said Kelly.
"Now let's hope for a daughter,'' I suggested, imagining Posey giving birth easily to a beautiful
baby girl llama, full term, everything perfect. We had wondered if motherhood might settle
Posey's youthful skittishness; this calm was a good sign.
We weren't sure if one breeding would have settled Posey, so we tried again. Posey sat down
for Whiskers without our help. But she didn't lift her tail. We tried to lift it. Whiskers seemed
frustrated: he kept getting off Posey, then back on. Sometimes he mounted her backwards and
sat down on her shoulders.
"Next time let's tie a string around her tail,'' Kelly suggested. "Then we can pull the tail aside just
when Whiskers sits down.''
I objected. "If llamas have been in existence for all these years, they must manage to perpetuate
the species without strings attached.''
Kelly convinced me that it would be worth trying. "After all, remember the breeder who put her
llama's tail into a French braid? And there was that very woolly llama who never got pregnant
until she was sheared. We're just helping nature.''
We tried the string technique the next day, and it worked fine. Posey and Whiskers had a good
breeding session. We did it another day, also with good results. The llamas were getting the
hang of it, but when we tried without the string, that long tail of Posey's was in the way again.
We had another problem. Whenever we brought the two younger males back in with Whiskers
after he had been breeding, he was one aggressive llama. He chased them around vigorously,
claiming the territory as his. The males had always fought, but this was too much.
We put Posey and Lil Bit into their new pasture, separate from their older, smaller one. We put
Whiskers in the old one by himself for the breeding season.
So Posey had been bred. Was she pregnant?
Pregnancy tests had become available for llamas just the previous year. You had to wait at least
three weeks after breeding. Then you nicked the female's ear and mailed off some of the blood
in a little plastic container. After the requisite three weeks, we caught Posey, tied her up, and
put alcohol on her ears. I made several cuts, but all we got was a drop or two. Kelly felt sick at
messing up her ears. I was determined, buoyed up by my desire to learn all about llama care.
We obviously didn't have the technique down. I phoned a friend, and she gave me more
detailed instructions. We went back out, but by then I couldn't bring myself to slice up Posey.
Kelly made the cut. Same thing: not enough blood.
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"This is ridiculous,'' Kelly said. "Let's try field-checking. At least it won't cause any pain.'' If a
female who had been bred didn't let a male mount her, it often meant she was pregnant.
We put Posey in with Whiskers. She was most unwilling to enter his field, balking at every step.
"Oh good,'' I said, "maybe that means she's pregnant.''
Whiskers tried to mount Posey as soon as he could. She stood looking around, as if there
weren't the weight of a male llama on her hindquarters. But after a minute, she sat down.
Whiskers went to work.
"Darn it!'' I exploded. "I thought llama breeding was easy!''
"How reliable is this check-breeding business?'' Kelly asked me.
"I think it's pretty accurate. A lot of breeders use it. But here we are well into the summer, and
we don't know if this girl is pregnant.'' I turned to Whiskers. "If you haven't done the job, fellow,
we'll try Tumbleweed. How would you like that?'' I knew he'd hate it.
We had to wait another three weeks before we could try the blood test. Neither one of us was
willing to slice ears again, so our vet came by and drew blood.
We sent it off in the mail and I began going to the post office with a sense of anticipation. At last
it was there--the envelope from Rocky Mountain Laboratories.
I took the mail out to the car. My heart was pounding. I opened the envelope. "Well, hooray!'' I
said out loud. "Posey, you're pregnant!'' Llama breeding was easy.
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Chapter Eight: The Birth of Dancing
Cloud
I thought eleven and a half months was a long time to wait for anything, but that was
approximately how long Posey would be pregnant. Since we didn't know the date of the
effective breeding, the waiting period could be over a year from that first Mothers' Day attempt.
Lil Bit hadn't gotten pregnant yet.
I talked with other breeders, and they said that births were generally easy. I asked Parke Duff, a
llama breeder who lived near us, about his experiences.
"One morning I came home,'' he said, "and noticed a tiny head sticking out the rear of one of my
females. I went over to see how she was doing. She came up, knocked me down, circled around
me, and presented her rump to me. I figured she was asking for help, so I pulled out the baby.''
Sometimes I called Sally Taylor for advice, and once I asked her if they had lost many babies.
"No, we were fortunate. Our first births were easy, and when we did have some hard ones, we
had developed more skill and confidence. It's important to me to be present for the births. I
watch my pregnant females very closely and don't even go to the grocery store if I think a
female is about to deliver.''
I asked another llama breeder, Carol Smith, "How many llama babies have been born at your
place?''
"Four, so far.''
"Have you had any problems?''
"The only problem has been a problem for me, not for the llamas. I haven't seen any of the
births yet! The last time, I was determined to see the birth. So I stayed home as much as I could,
and kept my pregnant female just outside the back door of my house. I checked her at noon,
and everything seemed about the same. Then I took a shower, and when I looked out a few
minutes later, she had a baby beside her.''
Telling when a pregnant female would give birth was tricky. One clue was the size of the
expectant mother's teats. Normally tiny, like the tip of a little finger, they would bag up before
birth. How soon before seemed to vary from one female to another; it could be several weeks,
or just a matter of hours.
When I visited Bobra and Ulo Goldsmith in Colorado, there were three females due any day.
Bobra and I looked at one together, and she pointed out that the opening of Copper's vulva was
normal in size and shape. When the llama began to dilate, the opening would look longer. It
might also look flatter around the vulva as the muscles loosened.
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Bobra often helped out during a normal birth, wiping away the mucus from the baby's face and
pulling gently downward on its feet when the mother was pushing. The little ones often started
grunting and humming when just the head was sticking out.
I had hoped to see a birth at Bobra's, but as it turned out the first one was forty-five minutes
after I left. Months later, when I was spending a couple of days with Lake and Lawrence Hunter
in California, I saw a perfect birth. It took only twenty minutes from the time the feet appeared
until the baby was on the ground. I had read and re-read the few articles in print about birthing,
and I had talked to many breeders.
But as the birth began, I abruptly realized how little I knew. As Lawrence pointed out,
sometimes the experts contradicted each other about what to do. He and Lake were only a little
more experienced than I; two llamas had been born in their herd the previous year, but they
hadn't seen the actual births. I was grateful to see this birth before any of our own.
The baby llama, or cria, was a female, and therefore worth a lot more money than a male. I was
glad for my friends, and I also noticed that the amount of money she was worth brought an
increase in tension. It was several hours before the new llama began nursing, and it wasn't until
she did that anyone relaxed.
I had thought seeing a birth would be wonderful fun, and partly it was. But it also brought me
face to face with my own uncertainties. Midwifery, llama-style, could be scary.
"If Posey would just have as easy a birth,'' I thought, "that would satisfy me. But I wouldn't mind
a girl as well.''
Late in April Kelly saw Posey's belly heaving. "The baby must be dancing in there,'' he reported
to me.
Sometimes I crawled around in Posey's pasture, trying to see her teats. Posey looked at me,
turning so she could watch what I was doing. That made it impossible for me to see her teats.
Even when she didn't face me, her wool and the curve of her abdomen made it difficult to see
her teats at all. When I did glimpse them, they looked like tiny Hershey's kisses.
Spring and early summer went by. When July came, we knew that the birth had to be soon, as
her last breeding the summer before had been late in July. Then someone told me about a firsttime mother at his ranch that took over a year. I hoped Posey wouldn't follow that example.
Posey was looking bigger in circumference, and her teats were finally enlarged. We moved her
into the small llama yard we could watch from the house. She and Lil Bit could still touch noses
through a gate, so we didn't think she would be lonely. Kelly said, "Let's review those articles
about birth.'' We quizzed each other on what to do, and made sure that at least one of us was
home in the daytime. We knew that most llama babies were born during daylight hours, often
before noon. It was relatively rare for a llama to need help.
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I thought it would be nice if Posey gave birth on my father's birthday, July 11, but she didn't.
Friday the 13th came and went without the baby. The following Tuesday, forty-five young
children came to see the llamas. She didn't deliver then either.
The next Friday she did seem a little restless. She would sit in one part of her yard, then a few
minutes later I would see her in another spot. I looked at her rear, and the vulva was a little
longer. But by the time I noticed these changes, it was already past two in the afternoon.
"It'll be tomorrow,'' I predicted to Kelly. He was finishing an animation project and needed to
work in his studio. I had been writing at my computer, and I went back to it, checking Posey
every few minutes.
Then I thought, "This is ridiculous. I've been watching Posey so closely for weeks, and now that
she's showing new signs, I'm sitting where I can't see her!'' I went out to do some gardening
near Posey.
It was a warm, sunny day, with a light breeze, much nicer than the heat wave of the previous
week. I weeded the lettuce and beets, taking armloads of weeds to different llamas. Then I
started in on the asparagus bed. Cider was soaking up the sun in the dusty driveway. Posey was
just sitting by the fence, and she wasn't so restless. It was nice to be outside, and the garden
certainly needed the work.
I heard a hissing. Kelly had killed a rattlesnake near our house the previous summer, and I
immediately thought this was another one. The sound seemed to be coming from the bushes by
the driveway, close to Cider and Posey. Both animals seemed to have noticed: Posey's ears were
back, and Cider picked her head up.
"Just what we need,'' I grumbled to myself. I grabbed an old piece of barn wood from a stack,
looked around me, and cautiously started up the road, prepared to be a heroine. The sound
came again--from Posey. I threw aside the board and ran to look at her rear. A foot was
showing.
I ran up the driveway toward Kelly's film studio, calling, "Kelly! Kelly! Feet! Feet!''
A nose and mouth were out and breathing noisily, but I was wrong about the feet. Only one was
out. We knew that after some amount of time, if the second one didn't come, someone would
have to scrub up and reach inside Posey to guide the leg out. We didn't know exactly how long
to wait before this would become necessary. After five minutes, I ran inside and called our vet's
office. Just as I was explaining to the assistant, Kelly called, "Here's the other foot.''
"It's okay now, bye,'' I said.
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With both feet and
d the nose ou
ut, our biggestt fears were gone.
g
Kelly an
nd I hugged and
a watched.
c
Alll our other llaamas were paaying
Poseyy wailed, not a rattlesnake now, just a complaint.
attenttion.
The cria's head, ne
eck, and frontt legs were ou
ut, and they were
w
mostly white.
w
Posey had been
sittingg down; now she stood up
p and walked around. She sniffed my teee-shirt, an orrange one
with an
a appliqué fllower which she
s often likeed to sniff.
The baby
b
was danggling half-wayy out of Poseyy's rear. I sud
ddenly undersstood the exp
pression llamaa
breed
ders use for birth, "hitting the ground.'' Most llama births
b
occurreed with the mother
m
standing, and the baby
b
would in
ndeed hit thee ground. But Posey sat do
own--on the baby's
b
neck.
ong neck out from
f
under Posey's back leeg, and we pu
ut a halter on
n her in case
Kelly moved the lo
we neeeded it.
I put a beach towe
el under her rear. If we cou
uld keep the umbilical
u
cord
d clean till wee put the
iodinee on, so much
h the better. I sat down beehind Posey.
She was
w wailing aggain. The half--born cria waas pawing thee ground with its front legss. More
slippeery body eme
erged, and sud
ddenly there it all was. Thee first llama born
b
at Junipeer Ridge
Ranch
h, breathing and
a wet, mostly white with
h a few little black spots, and
a a black taail with a
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d the momen
nt, without kn
nowing wheth
her the newborn was malee or female. I
whitee tip. I savored
felt veery peaceful.

Then I looked. The
ere was a smaall penis. "It's a boy,'' I said
d.
w busy pho
otographing. "Boy, girl, wh
hatever, isn't it wonderful!'' he said.
Kelly was
The newborn flaile
ed around as we dipped th
he end of the umbilical corrd in a little co
ontainer of
iodinee, to protect against
a
tetanus and infection. Kelly milked a little ou
ut of each of Posey's four
teats,, just to be sure the milk was
w flowing. Posey
P
complained with a whine,
w
but shee let him do itt.
The baby
b
sat and rested
r
for a while.
w
Then hee stood up, sp
preading his leegs way out for
f balance.
Once up, he stayed
d in the samee position for quite a whilee. His first steps were wobbly. "Instant
toddleer,'' Kelly said
d.
Poseyy passed the afterbirth.
a
I put it in a buckket, to be burried later. Kelly gave the crria a selenium
m
injecttion and then weighed him
mself and the newborn. The bathroom scale
s
was jigggling, but the
little one
o weighed around twen
nty-five pound
ds. Posey didn't like her baaby being han
ndled, and she
stayed
d close by, making clickingg noises and threatening
t
to
o spit. As soo
on as we weree done, we lefft
them alone togeth
her, and they sat down for a quiet spell.
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g
milk
The newborn was soon nursingg. Kelly checkeed, and the litttle fellow waas definitely getting
c
on the llamas later, he wasn't wo
obbly on his
from all four teats. When we caame back to check
feet anymore.
a
He was
w prancingg around.
"With
h that fluffy white
w
wool, hee looks like a dancing cloud
d,'' Kelly said. "Hey, how about
a
that forr
a nam
me?''
"Danccing Cloud?'' I thought for a minute. "Yees, that suits him.''
"Whaat a fantastic mother
m
Poseyy is,'' Kelly saiid. "She hasn't been two feeet away from
m that baby
since he was born..''
w him,'' I said. "I love how
w she keeps sniffing
s
him, and how she steps
"She'ss so tender with
betweeen him and us, to protectt him.''
"Wheen he was wallking all aroun
nd her, beforre he started nursing, did you
y notice ho
ow she stood
right where
w
it wou
uld be easiest for him to nu
urse?''
"Yes. It's interestin
ng that he's mostly
m
white.''
o'd have thought it? A brow
wn mother, a black father,, and a white result. Tell me--are
m
you
"Who
disappointed that the baby is a male?''
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"A little bit,'' I said. "But it's in a different part of my mind, the budget department or something.
How do you feel?''
"Pretty much the same. He's a completely satisfying little creature. It'll be nice if the next baby is
a female.''
"You know, right now, the way I feel, I'd like a herd of about twenty-five breeding females. I'm
not even thinking about the money. It's just such fun.''
Kelly smiled. "I'm glad we're living with llamas,'' he said.
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Ch
hapterr Ninee: Waalk with a Llama
L
a
"Supp
pose we led people
p
on dayy hikes with our
o llamas, rigght here at Juniper Ridge?'' Kelly said to
o
me on
ne winter dayy. "It would be fun, and wee could make part of our liiving. We cou
uld go out
Llama Lane,
e and we cou
uld also go
down to th
he lower part of the land.''
I liked the idea.
i
We disccussed it for a
few days and decided to
o give it a try..
Once we did, things beggan to fall into
o
place. A neeighbor whose land we
wanted to hike across happened
h
to
drop by and freely gavee us
permission
n. We met a woman
w
who
worked forr the Forest Service and
could give us a lot of infformation on
on and mainttenance. Soon
n
trail creatio
Kelly began
n building a lo
ong trail,
winding do
own our steep
p little secret
valley to a lovely bouldeer-strewn spo
ot
we called Boulder
B
Hollo
ow.
The only llaama owner in
n the area wh
ho
had done commerrcial day hikess happened to
o phone us. When
W
we told
d him our plan
ns, he gave uss
the naame of a land
d-use planning consultant, Peter Brunner, who had worked
w
for th
he county
planning departme
ent. Peter defftly guided Keelly and me th
hrough the prrocess of app
plying for a
conditional use permit.
hought that having
h
the ideea in Februaryy would give us
u plenty of time to prepare for the
We th
comin
ng summer, when
w
we wou
uld begin the hikes--but it took
t
months to get the neecessary
permit. We had staarted barely in
i time.
After the public he
earing at whicch our permitt was granted
d, two local teelevision stations contacted
us and
d did stories about
a
our hikkes. Wonderful free publiccity!
With so many things happeningg so smoothlyy, I felt a happ
piness. It wasn't simply thaat the projectt
was going
g
ahead. I took these liittle things ass love taps fro
om life, sayingg "you're on the
t right
track..''
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ut together a brochure wh
hich said, "Waalk with a llam
ma at Juniperr Ridge Ranch.'' I tried out
We pu
recipees for quiche,, banana breaad, muffins, and other goo
odies. "The su
uccess of yourr venture will
depen
nd on the foo
od to an amazzing extent,'' another
a
llamaa packer had told me.
I also spent more time
t
with ourr male llamas, accustomingg them to our newly-acquired packs
and to
o coming into
o the living ro
oom. At our elevation, we could
c
have co
old weather in any month..
If it was
w unpleasan
nt to sit outsid
de, I wanted to
t have the picnics
p
in our spacious
s
livin
ng room/solarr
green
nhouse, where the llamas could
c
sit on the rock floor with some haay while we ate.
a
One day
d I brought Whiskers
into the house. Kelly and I had
n him up on th
he ridge for a
taken
photo
o session, to get
g our logo
design
n. At the fron
nt door,
Whiskkers jumped completely
c
over the
t sill and arrrived in
rather more of a hurry than I
expeccted. The lettuce we had
in bins was gettingg to be a nice
a he leaned
d over for a
size, and
nibblee.
"NO!'' I said. He sto
opped.

Lil Bit in our living roo
om with me. That's
T
a Kaypro II computeer
I wrote thee first edition
n of this book on.

He invvestigated the fascinating
array of tools lyingg on a table, then moved around
a
nearerr the lettuce. There was a pause; I
new what I was thinking.
guesssed that he kn

He weent for the letttuce. I said NO
N again, hop
ping that you could train llamas not to eat
e house
plantss. He meande
ered away and didn't deign
n to look at th
he lettuce anyy more.
Anoth
her afternoon
n, we took Tumbleweed ou
ut for a hike on
o the Pacificc Crest Trail, which
w
passed
near our
o ranch. Tu
umbleweed was
w a steady, reliable
r
hiker. On the trail,, there were a number of
stream
m crossings, something
s
neew to him. Hee took them with
w flying leaaps, so I stayeed well to onee
side and
a kept my eye
e on him ass we hiked forr a couple of miles.
On the way back, Kelly
K
took Tum
mbleweed's lead rope. At the second sttream crossin
ng, Kelly had
d plenty of rope, and he was
w well ahead
d of the llamaa but not wattching. I was
given Tumbleweed
behin
nd them both,, and I saw Tu
umbleweed leeap across the creek, high and wide. I saw
s him knock
Kelly sprawling.
s
Ke
elly held onto the rope as the
t llama sailed over him. Then they weere both
furtheer down the trail,
t
the ropee twisting around the llamaa's legs. He was
w strugglingg, and stepped
d
off the path onto the
t steep hillsside. There was
w confused motion
m
as thee man and the llama rolled
d
eight or ten yards down the hilllside, intertwined, until they finally cam
me to a stop.
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I ran closer. "Are you all right?''
"Yes.'' Both Kelly and Tumbleweed were breathing heavily. They untangled themselves and
climbed back up the steep slope. Kelly was hardly even dirty. Tumbleweed had a wild look in his
eye. "Let's start walking,'' I suggested. "I think he will feel better than if we just stand around. ''
As we continued down the trail, Kelly said, "When he knocked me down, I half expected a foot
to land on me. But I guess he was watching out to that extent. It's funny, though--I trusted him
not to jump into me like that.''
"He seemed pretty distracted about the creeks,'' I said. "I would have let go of the rope myself.''
"I didn't want to. Then we would have had to catch him, and we're not that close to home. I
never really felt in any danger. It's hard to describe, but I felt like Tumbleweed and I were
flowing in an unfamiliar dimension. There was a kind of unity between us, as though we were
suspended in time and space together.''
The llama was soon back to his steady rhythm of hiking. He took each of the remaining stream
crossings with increasing confidence and smaller leaps.
We planned to use Tumbleweed, Levi, and Whiskers on the hikes. We also bought three more
llamas. Poco was another small male, exceptionally friendly. He'd already had a season of hiking
on a packstring in Colorado. And we'd bought Romeo, a large male, because he came with Juliet,
a bred female we'd managed to find. She wasn't small herself, but at that time it was a real coup
to find any females for sale. Besides, as we became more accustomed to working with the
llamas, we cared more about temperament than about size.
Romeo was less sure of himself on the trail than the others, so we began walking around the
land with him. One day we took him down our new trail to Boulder Hollow. Just before the
picnic area, there was a place where you had to step between some boulders and down some
rock steps. The llamas didn't mind it going uphill, but none of them were comfortable with the
downhill direction until they had done it several times. Mindful that our guests would usually be
unfamiliar with the ways of llamas, and remembering Kelly's tumble with Tumbleweed, we were
giving all the llamas plenty of opportunities to get used to the trail.
Kelly walked down the trail with Romeo. Levi and I led the way, and we negotiated the steps
easily. Kelly came next, giving Romeo lots of rope and watching him. Romeo balked. Kelly tugged
on the rope and coaxed with soft words. Romeo sat down. I took Levi back up and down again
so Romeo could learn from him. Romeo's fear was too great, so after a while we made a broad
detour around the rock steps and came out on the trail below them. Romeo went up the steps
toward home, taking quick small steps and looking around nervously. But when we turned
around to take him down the steps, once again he balked. We coaxed for a while, but he refused
to budge.
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w
on back home,
h
thinkin
ng that we'd try
t another tiime. But therre was alwayss lots to do,
We went
and Romeo
o ended up beeing prepared
d just for our other, easier,,
trail.
me three hundred feet in
The Boulder Hollow traill dropped som
its half-milee length, whicch made it too
o strenuous for
f people
with very sm
mall children as well as forr people who weren't in
good condittion. We also
o cleared brussh and created a picnic areea
in a favoritee spot out neaar the end of Llama Lane. This hike wass
also about half
h a mile fro
om one end to
t the other, but
b far easierr.
Romeo wass happy enouggh with it.
In June, we began doing the hikes. Asshland, a tourrist
destination because of the Oregon Sh
hakespeare Feestival, was a
good place to be doing them.
t
We fou
und that manyy of our
guests weree tourists; oth
hers were local people who often camee
when they had out-of-to
own guests to
o bring along.
d drive in. Thee llamas woulld watch. If th
here were
A car would
small children amo
ong the passeengers, the llaamas were paarticularly currious. If the people walked
d
over to
t the fence, the llamas might sniff them, or if the humans had moved
m
quicklyy, the llamas
would
d often retreaat a little. I likked to stay qu
uietly in the background while the peop
ple and the
llamas were havingg their first meeting.
m
Often
n this was thee time when we
w decided which
w
of the
llamas would go ou
ut that day.
Soon we would cattch some llam
mas and brush
h their wool a little to makke sure it held
d no twigs or
debriss that could hurt
h the llamaas' skin. Then we would pu
ut on their paacks filled with
h picnic
goodiies.
Most people loved
d the llamas. They
T
photogrraphed them,, quickly form
med favorites (usually the
ones that
t
they led), and asked us
u innumerab
ble questions. One six-year-old girl was exceptionallyy
acute in observing the nuances of llama behavior, asking the meaningg of every ear position,
quickly mastering exactly how much
m
pressurre it took to leead Levi. She and her famiily became
friend
ds and would sometimes stop by to visit – mostly with Levi.
One mother
m
warne
ed me on the phone, "My nine-year-old
d is afraid of animals.
a
You'll have to coaax
her.''
n they arrived
d, the girl tookk one look at Poco and announced thatt was the llam
ma she
When
wanteed. Poco was a real favoritte on the hikees, as he was small, cute, and
a very frien
ndly. But he
was also
a a little braatty on the trrail, with the habit
h
of stopp
ping to feast whenever hee wanted to.
That day,
d with thatt girl, he was perfectly beh
haved. "I thou
ught I'd be scared of the llaamas,'' the
girl co
onfessed, "bu
ut Poco's just like a brotherr.''
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Poco went out one day with a very active deaf boy who took off running. That was fine with
Poco; he easily matched his stride to the boy's. While the boy's aunt and I rather sedately
strolled along Llama Lane, boy and llama ran full tilt. Soon they were out of sight. Then back, still
running--and away again. Poco seemed to love it, and the picnic lunch was only a little
splattered from its wild ride. The boy's face, rather sulky when he'd arrived, was radiant.
Once one of the women on a hike I was leading kept asking about rattlesnakes. "There are some
around here, but we've only seen one or two a year,'' I said.
"I just don't know what I'd do if I saw one,'' she said. "They terrify me so much.''
I decided she probably wouldn't be reassured if I told her that we regularly communed (or tried
to) with the rattlesnakes, asking them to get out of the way when we were hiking. I thought
maybe we had achieved some kind of connection with them, as the first time in my life that I'd
seen one was when Kelly and I first owned the land. As we set out on a hike, I said to him that I
really would like to see one sometime, and half an hour later I did.
Hiking with the woman who was frightened, I just got her talking about something else. She
seemed to relax and have a good time. On our way back from that hike, my group and I passed
Kelly with another group of people and llamas. He later told me that his group did see a
rattlesnake, a couple of yards off the trail, about an hour after we had passed by there. The
people in his group had been mildly curious, but nobody had been upset. Fortunately, the
llamas--with their habit of sniffing things they're curious about--hadn't noticed.
I wondered about that incident. Had in fact the frightened woman seen a movement in the
leaves that nobody else had observed? Or perhaps had the intensity of her emotion and
thoughts of rattlesnakes drawn a snake to the area, in time to be seen by the other group?
Many people would say it was just a coincidence, but I was beginning to get a new sense of the
interweaving of our consciousness and the world around us. After living with llamas for several
years in this wild spot in the mountains, both Kelly and I were becoming more attuned to the
plant and animal forces blowing like the winds around us. A bobcat passed within a yard of
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where Kelly was quietly sitting one day, never noticing him. I was quicker to tell when my llamas
or my garden needed something.
Beyond these simple things, the surprising connections that were happening more and more in
our lives often left me in awe.
One July morning, only one person came on the brunch hike, as some other hikers cancelled. So
Kathryn and I talked more personally than we might have otherwise. Within a few minutes, we
realized that we had been in a workshop together four years before, "Creative Visualization''
with Shakti Gawain.
Not only that, but we had been partners in an exercise of visualizing our lives twenty-five years
in the future. We wondered if we would run into each other in another twenty years? It was
particularly timely that we met then, as I was finishing the first edition of this book, and she was
a book publicist, able to give me some excellent advice.
Even without such a tie, conversations often became very personal and spiritual. I was deeply
moved by a man who spoke of how his faith was helping him to get over cancer. Another day,
two delightful and thoughtful couples who ran an Evangelical bookstore blew away some
stereotypes I had about that branch of Christianity.
So our llama hikes turned out to be a great pleasure. Kelly and I both enjoyed the hikes, we met
wonderful people, and we loved connecting people and llamas. We continued them for two
more summers, each year with more people finding us through word of mouth. A mention in
Sunset helped a lot too. I was surprised at how many repeat visitors we had.
But finally we had to admit that the hikes were not our greatest business venture. There was a
lot of work involved, and I wasn't sure that we were making minimum wage. I could have
figured it out but I didn't really want to know.
Many other things were calling to us: books to write, videotapes to create, llamas to breed and
train. We couldn't do everything. We gave a lot of thought to hiring someone else to lead the
hikes, but it still seemed rather marginal. Insurance rates were skyrocketing too.
So at the end of three seasons, we stopped doing the commercial hikes.
It seemed to me that hiking with llamas was the most fully shared experience that we had with
the animals. We were doing the same things: walking along, observing our environment. Our
desires and emotions were very similar: we wanted to have fun, not to work too hard, to have
something good to eat. The sense of equality was very natural. "Why do the llamas do this?'' a
hiker once asked me. "They do it partly because we ask it of them, but mainly they do it because
it interests them,'' I replied.
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After walking with the llamas and relaxing with the picnics, many of our guests commented that
they felt very peaceful and yet energized as well. "I've recharged my batteries,'' one hiker
summed it up.
The gentle, intelligent llamas opened people's hearts, and the magnificent views of Mount
Shasta and other mountains opened them up to a larger sense of the world. With that often
came a larger view of themselves. It was a privilege to witness this process and to take part in it
ourselves.
There was a Tibetan Buddhist monastery in the valley below us, with a lama, or spiritual teacher,
sometimes in residence. We were grateful that we had our lamas in residence too.
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Chapter Ten: In a Hot Barn
Posey was lying on her side, twitching one of her rear legs. I'd seen that motion, though less
pronounced, the day before as well. She still had several days until her second baby was due,
and I wondered if the baby was moving into position.
When I glanced out a few minutes later, it looked like a stick was stuck in the wool on her back
leg. Or was that the cria's leg? I called to Kelly, "I think the baby's coming! And it looks like a dark
leg!'' Both front legs and the head were out by the time we ran outside. Posey allowed herself to
be haltered and led into the barn. I placed a large beach towel behind her just seconds before
the baby slid out. What beautiful markings! We had a bay, with black head, feet and lower legs
and a reddish brown body. There was no white at all. This from an appaloosa father and a brown
and white mother!
We were hoping for a female, but the cria was a male. My disappointment was mild, though, in
my delight over the enchanting little llama and his easy birth.
Juliet's first birth at our ranch, a male, had been stillborn a few weeks after Dancing Cloud's
birth. I had known the moment I saw the inert form of the half-born cria that it was dead. The
vet could find no reason; he estimated that the baby had been dead about a day. We made sure
that Juliet saw the baby before it was taken away, but for days afterward she seemed to be
looking for it. She was an experienced mother, having already had two babies before we
acquired her. We bred her to Levi, but she wasn't due for many months.
Now here was this charming little fellow, shivering a little despite the hot midday temperature.
Soon he was up. He didn't start nursing immediately, as Dancing Cloud had done the summer
before. I made a couple of attempts to position him by Posey's teats. We milked out all four
teats, to make sure they weren't plugged up. The little guy was standing up by the barn wall,
trying to nurse under the two by four that ran along it at my waist height. He sat down. Posey
sat down next to him.
By late in the afternoon, we still hadn't seen any nursing. Kelly tried pushing the little guy's head
onto Posey's teats, but the baby paid more attention to being pushed--which he didn't like--than
to the teats just inches from his mouth.
By evening, I was quite worried. "How long do we have to get the colostrum into him?''I asked
Kelly.
"I don't know.''
"I remember hearing at conferences that it's very important to get something into the little ones
in the first few hours.'' The cria had plenty of energy but I still thought the situation could
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suddenly turn. He needed the colostrum from his mother, with its antibodies that would protect
against disease.
I phoned the breeders I usually turned to for advice, but none of them were home. Finally I
reached someone.
"Oh yes, you'd better milk out the mother and get the colostrum into the baby right away. Do
you know how to tube feed?''
"No. I saw it demonstrated once, but it was a couple of years ago.''
"Then give the baby a bottle. And keep the mother and baby together in a stall or something.''
We did have a bottle with an appropriate nipple in our birthing kit. I thanked her and went back
to the barn, hoping that the baby had nursed in the meantime. He hadn't. By now we were
taking turns sitting in the barn, keeping an eye on things.
We tried again to put the little guy under Posey. She thrashed around with displeasure at being
handled, making it impossible for the baby to get to her. So we walked her up to our llama
chute, where she couldn't mill around so much.
Once there, Posey did stop thrashing around. She sat down. When Kelly reached for her teats,
she jumped up rapidly. While I held the flashlight, Kelly got some colostrum out of her and into
the baby, using the bottle. It didn't seem like much.
We set the alarm for two in the morning, and Kelly checked the llamas. The little guy looked
fine, sitting by Posey. When the alarm rang again at six, I went out, exhausted from a night of
restless sleep. The baby and Posey were sitting. The baby got up, his little mouth began working,
and he tried to nurse from Posey's shoulder. Then he tried the barn. Posey got up, and he tried
to nurse from her tail. He walked past her teats as if they weren't there. I milked Posey just a
little, so the smell of milk would be strongest around her udder. The baby kept trying to nurse
the barn.
Kelly went out early for his daily run, as it looked like it was going to be a hot day. Then he
settled down to read in the barn. I took a group of ten lively retired women on a morning llama
hike, glad to get away from the uncertainty in the barn. I enjoyed the distraction, and the
women were a particularly interesting group. But part of my mind was worrying nonstop.
"Nothing's happened yet,'' Kelly reported at noon.
"Did you try anything?''
"No, I thought they'd do best on their own.'' He had been staying in the part of the barn where
we stored hay.
Now I didn't mind that the little llama was a male. His life was so precious to me already, after
less than twenty-four hours of being acquainted with him. My caring about him was just for the
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sweetness of his little self. I was glad that money didn't enter into it, as it probably would have
with a female.
"I really think we ought to do something,'' I insisted. "Shall we have another try at milking Posey
and feeding the baby?''
"I don't want to have a bottle-fed baby if we can avoid it,'' he said.
"I don't want to have a dead baby if we can avoid it,'' I countered.
This time Posey was very good about being milked out, and the baby sucked eagerly on the
bottle. We got about ten ounces into him during the long, hot afternoon. I thought he was less
lively than the day before, but Kelly thought he was fine.
"It figures,'' I snapped at him. "You always think everything's fine.''
"That's better than worrying about everything,'' he snarled back.
Our veterinarian advised that we do nothing for a while, on the theory that if Posey was full of
milk and the baby was hungry, they would be more likely to find each other. Kelly thought this
was a good plan. I didn't. I wanted to intervene, but I did agree that it would be good if we could
avoid having a bottle-fed baby.
Some breeders had experienced behavior problems from young male llamas who were bottlefed or otherwise handled a lot as youngsters. It seemed that if these llamas bonded with people,
they could come to think that people should be treated the same way as llamas. Normal intact
male llamas threaten and attack each other in the process of working out their dominance in the
group. It was all very logical from the llama's point of view but potentially dangerous to people.
This situation bears the intimidating name of berserk male syndrome.
If a male is gelded young, before his male hormones come in, he is much less likely to develop
problems. Breeders disagree over how much handling would warrant gelding. A female who has
been handled a lot when young may be overly friendly, pesky, or difficult as an adult, but she
isn't likely to hurt you. By nature she has less inclination to challenge others than does a male.
I once had an unnerving experience with a 'berserk' male. I entered the pasture of a large adult
male, with his owner who had just acquired him. The llama came running across the field. I was
used to that, as our llamas often did the same, stopping a few feet away. This llama kept
coming. He hit me in the head with his neck. I was a little stunned, but I climbed the fence
pronto. After more incidents of this sort, the llama eventually was euthanized.
So if we could avoid bottle-feeding, it would be for the best, not to mention the work involved in
months of regular feedings every few hours. On the other hand, other breeders had told me
that crias had sometimes died very quickly. The will to live seemed to vary a lot. They especially
seemed to die if taken away from their mothers. We certainly weren't doing that.
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In these early years of llama breeding, people were drawing all sorts of conclusions from their
experiences. I phoned around, and I got contradictory advice. Kelly and the vet favored doing as
little as possible; the breeders I talked to, who happened to be women, favored doing more, as
did I. It seemed natural to me that we women would be quicker to feed, given our biological
role.
The next day, Posey was full of milk and the baby was hungry all morning. I noticed that my own
breasts hurt. It was nowhere near my period, so I figured it was a sympathetic reaction. I really
wanted to milk Posey and feed the baby, but Kelly kept saying, "Let's wait.''
"I can hold out until noon, I guess.''
A hot spell had been building up during the week. At nearly five thousand feet, our ranch was
usually cool. But now it was ninety-four in the barn. Nothing was happening between Posey and
the baby. We kept trying to put him under, and she kept trying to sit down.
At noon, Posey was eating hay, humming a little. I didn't want to disturb her, but I had to do
something. I went inside and phoned a minister I knew, asking him to pray with me for the baby
llama. "You want to pray for a llama?'' He sounded brusque, and though we did pray together
briefly, I felt worse after we hung up. I had to remind myself that what mattered was not so
much my feelings as what we had set in motion by the act of prayer. Or had we? I wondered on
the way back to the barn. This wasn't the first praying in these days. But I just wasn't sure about
the effect of prayers uttered while upset, tired, and out of sorts.
"How about we give it a few more hours?'' Kelly suggested.
I acquiesced, not because I thought it was the best thing to do, but because I was tired of
hassling with Kelly. But an hour later, the heat rising, I wanted to go ahead. Kelly agreed; he was
equally tired of hassling with me.
We milked Posey, who allowed it willingly, and I fed the little one. I felt great relief, even though
we might be irrevocably on the road to bottle feeding. My anxieties about losing the cria
diminished. Kelly continued to feel that he hadn't been in any danger. I just didn't know.
By early evening, the little one had consumed two or three cups of milk, some from Posey and
some from a formula the vet suggested. We let the two llamas out of the barn as the air cooled
off. The other lady llamas were excited by their first look at the baby and followed him around
the field.
It was odd. Dancing Cloud had stuck so close to Posey, but this one didn't really pay her much
attention. Hour by hour we watched the bond between the two llamas weaken.
When we came into the barn with the bottle, the baby knew what it was for. Before bedtime,
we put mother and son back in the barn.
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I woke in the night, and lay there thinking of a comment Kelly had made about wanting to sell all
the llamas. I was pretty sure it was just a reaction to the stress, but it kept me awake for a while.
I fell into an uneasy sleep, and woke at dawn to an acrid fire smell, with the air very hazy. Great,
let's have a forest fire as well. I turned on the radio and was relieved to hear that the fire was
many miles away.
Since there weren't any signs that the baby had nursed, I took Posey up to the chute and milked
her. Luckily, she did have a lot of milk. I only took a little, wanting there to be plenty if the cria
figured things out. But this morning he was paying even less attention to his mother. And she
didn't care when he wandered out of her sight while I was milking her in the chute.
Kelly was in town all morning, and out on a long llama walk with hikers in the afternoon. After
the tension of these days, I was glad to be alone with the llamas, though I had a few moments of
panic when the baby choked a little on a feeding. Then he opened and shut his mouth for about
half an hour, naturally during the time the vet's office was shut for lunch. Just as I was about to
phone, the llama stopped doing it.
That evening, Kelly and I sat on the sofa together. "These have been the hardest four days of our
marriage,'' he said. We had been together for fifteen years.
"It's sure been hard,'' I said, "but I feel like I've learned so much, about llamas and about myself.
I don't like how upset I got, but hey, it's all learning. And it makes me want to know a lot more
about babies and birthing, to be better prepared in the future.''
"It makes me wonder what we're doing. It's not just the animals, it's the tension between us,''
he said. "If I'd known it would be this hard, I don't know if I would have done it.''
I remembered feeling that way over some incidents with his teenage daughter, but for once I
didn't say anything. I just sat quietly. The forest fire wasn't blowing smoke our way, the heat
wave was beginning to break, and it was a lovely evening.
The next morning, I woke up and looked out the window at the head of our bed. Posey and her
baby were standing by the barn. She was standing still, and he was leaning under her--nursing!
"Kelly, wake up! Look out the window right now!''
Kelly lifted his head and I saw his eyes open wider as he registered what he was seeing.
"Do you believe your eyes?'' I asked.
"No! Yes! Isn't that terrific!'' he said. "I bet they started last night. When I went out there at
bedtime to check on things, Posey was more protective.''
We watched for a while. I saw tears in Kelly's eyes. We both felt so glad, for Posey, for the baby,
for ourselves. "It wasn't through our efforts that this happened!'' Kelly said.
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The baby nursed and nursed. His bonding with Posey became very close within just a few hours.
Lying next to her, the red-brown color of his wool exactly matched hers. We named him
Shadow.
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from the bank of windows in our living room, and gazed at his reflection for half a minute. I had
noticed that he responded to new situations with stillness.
"Maybe it's time to take you in, little guy,'' I said. I opened the front door of the house and
walked in. Shadow balked. I pulled on my end, and his feet came up on the outside stoop.
Shadow resisted until I had pulled his head through the door, and then he just walked in. He
didn't inspect things; it seemed as though he was feeling out the space. "It's just like a barn,'' I
told him, "only you don't go to the bathroom in it.'' I knew he wouldn't go in the house, since
there wasn't a dung pile already started.
I led him out the front door--he cleared the sill and front stoop in a graceful leap. Going in again,
he balked but by the fourth time in, he was relaxed about it. Bobra was right; llamas learned
things with just a handful of repetitions.
"There's an old poem by Robert Louis Stevenson that fits you,'' I said. " 'I had a little shadow that
went in and out with me.' ''
For our next outing, "Car time,'' I thought, and walked him down our driveway toward the paved
road. A small car came by, and Shadow watched it but showed no fear. The next car was louder,
and Shadow tried to run away, jerking the lead rope hard.
"That's a perfectly logical reaction,'' I told him, "but you don't have to do that.'' For three more
cars, he still fought the rope. When the next car came, he stood still, looking at me. "Very good,
let's go do something else.'' We wandered around our front meadow, where he could still hear
the cars approaching, and see them through the trees. He was alert to their presence, but not
upset by them.
One cold winter afternoon, we caught Shadow as usual. As I led him past Posey, I said, "Say
goodbye to your mama. It's weaning time.'' We took him right down to the field where Romeo,
Poco, and Levi lived. I removed Shadow's halter and lead rope.
The three adult llamas surged toward him. Romeo looked like he might attack. Shadow's tail was
flipped all the way over, in the submissive mode. There was a general confusion of moving
bodies.
Was Poco trying to breed Shadow? "Poco, you'll breed anything,'' I said, remembering the time
we found him orgling on top of Dorrie, our Komondor guard dog who lived with the llamas.
But this time he seemed intent on running Shadow off. The weanling scurried around the field,
Poco circling close behind. When they passed Romeo, the big gelding put his ears back but he
didn't join the chase. Before we gelded him, he was more of a fighter; I wouldn't have put a
weanling in with him. For the same reason, we weren't putting Shadow in the field that
Whiskers and Tumbleweed were sharing. Whiskers was very territorial. It seemed to us that
generally the males we used for breeding tended to be more territorial.
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Levi followed Poco and Shadow in another circuit of the steeply sloping field. When they ran
past us, Levi was breathing heavily. Shadow went in the barn, and I heard a few soft hums from
him to his mother. Posey was watching and listening at her fence line. But there was no time to
linger, as Levi was at his heels.
The chase suddenly stopped, and Shadow sniffed under the other males. Was he trying to nurse,
or was he just trying to figure them out? Romeo kicked out, as he would to keep a dog away.
Levi moved away. Poco went down on his front knees. None of them wanted Shadow nosing
around.
The young weanling ran along the fence, looking for a way out. Romeo followed behind,
panting. "I bet they'll be playing with him in a few days,'' I said. "It looks like it's going to work
out fine.''
It was snowing lightly, and the wind was picking up. We went in and had a cup of tea.
From the house, we caught glimpses of Poco chasing Shadow around the fence perimeter. A few
minutes later, Shadow was exploring the fence line alone. Poco had gone back to his hay.
We checked on Shadow several times during the afternoon. Once he had green spit all over his
head. After dark, the three adult males were sitting along the fence, and Shadow was pacing
past them. He came up to me, as I stood on the other side of the fence, and he sniffed my face
and hair. Then he continued pacing the fence, humming.
Posey could see her son from two places in her field--on top of a manure pile outside the barn
door and from up by our house. She alternated spots. As a gusty wind blew her wool, she stood
looking at him, like a mother watching her little one off to the first day of kindergarten. After a
while, she pawed a dry spot on the ground, lay down, and had a luxurious roll.
Two days later, I went down to the males' barn just as a fine rain stopped. Levi, Romeo, and
Poco were dry; Shadow's wool was wet. He had been out pacing the fence where he could see
Posey. I took him for a walk, but he was too upset to pay me much attention, so I returned him
to the barn.
Poco gave a questioning hum. He and the two large males stood up and surrounded Shadow and
me. This time their body language said, "Oh, here you are again.''
When I took the halter off Shadow, he went running out to the part of the field where he could
see Posey, but she didn't happen to be in sight. Shadow gave another one of those sad, sad
cries.
"Yea, sweetheart, it's hard sometimes,'' I said, and went back to the house with a heavy heart.
That Saturday it was sunny and I murmured to Kelly as we were waking up, "Honey, let's take
Shadow on an outing somewhere.''
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As we walked past Posey, Shadow gave an inquiring little toot. He tried to go over to the fence,
but accepted it when I didn't let him. He quickly learned to load into our van. We drove to a
school playground and strolled around the grassy field. Shadow watched girls playing basketball
and dogs a block away. He took a bite of the grass.
"Oh, a jungle gym! Kelly, let me have him a moment,'' I said.
"I doubt he'll go into that,'' Kelly said, looking at the large maze of pipes. Shadow followed me
around it with no hesitation, but a plastic bag rustling in the wind caused him to kick up his
heels.
On the way home, Shadow sat comfortably, as if he'd been going places for years. Kelly and I
told him, and each other, how wonderful he was.
As spring came, I had less time for Shadow. We were taping for Llama Training with Bobra
Goldsmith, and we did use him to demonstrate teaching a llama to load into a vehicle and sit
down on command. The hikes season was approaching, and I was busy with preparations. Plus I
was working part-time in town now, selling computers.
Then during our third hikes season, we decided to quit at the end of the summer. We would sell
Romeo. Kelly raised the question of Shadow.
"I don't want to sell him,'' I said, even though I was finding very little time to do things with him.
"At least not unless the perfect situation just comes along.''
It did. A few weeks later, we ran into a family who had been to the ranch before. They had
admired Shadow and now they asked us if he might be for sale.
I almost bit my tongue as I said, "He might.''
But my heart told me they would be good for him, and he for them. When they expressed
interest in Romeo too, we agreed to sell both llamas to them.
The day they came over to get the llamas, I went down to the barn to say goodbye to Romeo
and Shadow. Shadow hopped up as I came in. He stepped past Romeo, who remained seated,
chewing his cud with a steady swish-swish. It did feel right to be saying goodbye to Romeo. We
just didn't need him, and he wasn't getting enough attention. He was a really nice llama, and I
was sorry I hadn't had more time with him.
It was much harder to part with Shadow. I scratched his neck and gazed for the last time at his
sweet face; he was so lovely to look at. By selling him, I was admitting that some dreams weren't
going to happen. This was a llama I was sure I wouldn't sell. Maybe there was no such thing.
When the llamas' new owners came, they were so delighted that I was gladdened by their joy.
But as their truck and trailer disappeared down our driveway, there were tears in my eyes.
Raising llamas sometimes meant learning to let go.
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Chapter Twelve: Ruminations
Llamas are a kind of ruminant--they chew their cuds. Morning, noon, or night, I could see my
llamas just sitting quietly and chewing their cuds. What were they doing as their jaws moved in
steady rhythm? I thought they were ruminating, in the second meaning of the word.
As far back as Shakespeare's time, ruminating has had two meanings in English: chewing the cud
and meditating or contemplating. Watching the llamas, it was easy to see how the second
meaning grew out of the first.
Sometimes, sitting among my llamas, I too would ruminate. Somehow their minds seemed to be
more connected to each others' than I normally felt between people. Especially during
pregnancies, I felt a sense of two minds emanating from the female llamas, their own and their
growing offspring's. They seemed to be keeping each other company.
At llama gatherings, I seemed to sense a kind of group mind connecting the animals. It was
elusive, but I kept noticing it. At a Llama Association of North America conference in Oregon,
there were fairground stalls filled with maybe a hundred llamas: long wooled and classical,
mature and juvenile, male and female. There were also a few alpacas. There they all were,
chewing cud, eating, pooping, and observing each other and us. I watched a male put his ears
back, a gesture which seemed to be directed at another male several stalls away. That one put
his feet up on his fence and stared intently at the first one.
As I walked among them, it seemed that they were having their own conference. Some llamas
were almost always in a ruminative state of mind. I called them the Council of Elders. Other
adult llamas seemed to touch into the group meditations, but their focus was more outward.
The young ones played. Whenever I noticed this group mind, I would breathe more deeply, the
muscles of my body would relax, and my eyes would become clearer. I felt the mixture of calm
and curiosity that I so admired in llamas.
I would do my early-morning stretching exercises near the llamas and stroll among them last
thing at night. At those times I could most easily feel the llamas' conference. During the busy
days, human mind chatter (my own and other people's) made it more difficult for me to focus
on what was happening with the llamas.
There was one large, handsome male llama whose owners had placed some photos on the wall.
One showed him leaning out from his stall at some other event to greet a small child; in another,
he was visiting a nursing home with great aplomb. "So you're one of the bridge llamas,'' I said to
him. He looked up at the sound of my voice.
I used the phrase 'bridge llama' to mean a llama who was more interested than most in bridging
the gap between llamas and humans. These were the best llamas to take out to meet the public,
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and they were often their owners' favorite animals, no matter what they looked like. In my own
herd, Poco and Lil Bit were the ones I thought of as bridge llamas.
As I sat and watched this male at the conference, I noticed that he seemed to be one of the
more contemplative types. Perhaps the best bridges were the llamas who partook fully of the
group mind and also connected with people. There were llamas who leaned more toward
people and less toward their own kind. These could be endearing pets but they weren't quite
the ambassadors the more centered ones were.
As I ruminated, I thought of the ancient connections between llamas and the peoples who lived
in the rugged South American altiplano long before the Incas. Their mythology said that llamas
and humans both originated by coming up out of different parts of Lake Titicaca. There was
poetic truth in that image.
My imagination led me further afield. In my several years with llamas, I'd met many people who
had a striking natural affinity for llamas. Often, their understanding of the animals was
profound. If reincarnation was a reality, might some of us have had past lives with llamas?
While I was open to the concept that a soul's journey might take it through many lifetimes of
learning and growing, I also thought it possible that some kind of linkage between people of
different times and places could exist without implying that we had lived the other lives. Being
the daughter of a science fiction writer had accustomed me to the vividness of the human
imagination.
"I had a past life with llamas,'' a friend said to me on the phone one day.
"How do you know?''
"When I went to South America, things just seemed so familiar. I met an old Indian man who
knew some Spanish, and we talked about llamas. The connection was incredible. It felt like I was
remembering it more than anything.''
Nobody else I'd spoken with had been so convinced of a past-life connection, but several had
speculated upon it. They weren't necessarily the people who looked like they would be into new
age ideas, either.
"Just suppose,'' I said to my friend on the phone, "Just imagine that there was a group of people
and llamas at some time back then, and they agreed to get together in another land and another
time--now, in North America.''
He took up the idea. "I see them as a group who were together for the joy of it,'' he said, going
on to talk about the total chaos and confusion of the 1500s, when the Spanish came.
"I can't even read about that time,'' I said. "I start crying.''
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After we hung up, I continued thinking about how the arrival of the Spanish led to the end of a
world. And here we are now, faced with another possible world's end. We surely live in perilous
times ourselves. Could we learn anything from those Indians, and from those llamas? They had
been decimated, but some had survived. Many of the old ways had remained.
I moved into a fantasy. As I sat dreamily, I found my imagination creating a North American
woman, a llama breeder. She lives in the Sierras in California, rugged earthquake country
somewhat like the Andes, and there she and her businessman husband raise their family and
their llamas. She has a llama to whom she has given a name which turns out to be close to a
mythical llama name, and the wool colors match up too. In a dream, this llama begs her to go to
South America. He doesn't tell her why before she wakes up.
She and her twelve year old son do go to South America. This boy has grown up with llamas and
is very attuned to them. There's an artifact in a museum that draws the boy to it. When he looks
at it, he feels that he can almost remember something. It intrigues him. A guard at the museum
notices his interest, and refers the gringos to a cousin in a llama-owning village high in the
Andes.
Somehow there is danger, and there are ancient prophecies--which the villagers believe to be
true--about a blond boy child finding a long-buried artifact. They give the boy some information
but it isn't enough for him to find this thing. Somehow it will contain important clues as to how
the ancient culture survived the destruction of their world and how we too can survive.
It turns out that the missing essential information has been passed down for centuries through
the llamas, from one generation to the next. The boy and his mother together learn, bit by bit,
how to communicate telepathically with the llamas. They find the artifact and with the llamas'
help, decipher the message that in order to survive, people must learn to live as the llamas do,
attuning far more to each other and their common good, experiencing the deep serenity that
comes from knowing one's connections with all of nature and the universe. They are taught
some ancient rituals. At the end of the book, they return home, to begin the work of sharing the
message on the artifact and learning to truly live it themselves.
I imagined the story continuing; maybe I would write a trilogy. How were the mother and son
received by their family, and by others in the llama community? Some ridiculed them, others
thought they were dangerous or evil for turning to a spiritual tradition other than Christian, and
still others wanted to blindly follow them. But there were also those people who thoughtfully
evaluated their message on its own merits. The vision spread beyond the llama community. I
saw the mother and son on "Good Morning America.'' I saw them taking a pure white llama to
an informal dinner at the White House.
When Kelly and I ate dinner that evening, I told him the story; my mind was racing on it.
"It's exciting!'' I exclaimed.
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"As a story or as something real?''
"Both! A fictional form to discuss real ideas. Maybe communicating with the llamas is part of
what we need to survive.''
"Do you want to write it?''
"Maybe. But you know I've always shied away from fiction. For one thing, I don't know if I could
write in that form. It's not anything I'm going to do right away. I'll let it percolate.''
Kelly's questions brought up a central issue for me. Always my thinking brought me back to a
tension, an interplay between what I could observe and what I could imagine.
Writing fiction was one way of dealing with that tension between observation and imagination.
In fiction, and especially in science fiction, you could assume all kinds of things that weren't
accepted normally, and the fun came in playing out the situations that then developed.
I had seen my father doing just that. When I was in my teens, he began publishing science fiction
stories, under the pen name of Cordwainer Smith. Actually, part of my fascination with animal
consciousness came from him. In some of his stories, he wrote about beings who were part
human, part animal. Their names showed their origins: C'Mel was a cat/woman, D'Joan a
dog/child.
But for whatever reasons, I wanted to explore what was real. I once read a book called Kinship
with All Life in which the author, J. Allen Boone, had an extraordinary relationship with a
German Shepherd. I read the book with the same suspension of the rules of ordinary reality that
I would read my father's stories. But Boone said his experiences did happen. I had to say I didn't
know. Then when Cider, our Rhodesian Ridgeback, was a puppy, she pulled Kinship with All Life
out of the bookshelf--and it was a smallish book, not jutting out in any way--and chewed the
cover. This was the only book she ever chewed. Telling me something, are you, Cider?
I wanted to relate to the animals I lived with as fully as I could, and I wanted them to do the
same with me. If we could communicate telepathically, I wanted to.
People who discussed complex emotions and motivations in their animal friends were
sometimes accused of being anthropomorphic, that is of attributing human experiences to
animals. I would rather risk that label than risk missing wonderful connections with these wise
animals. But I hungered to know when something was imagined and when it was based in
reality. What is reality? Kelly and I had long talks about that question too.
I did imagine conversations with my llamas. I asked Lil why she hadn't gotten pregnant. "I'm
happy just the way I am,'' she told me. It wasn't that she thought in words, but my left brain did
a translation.
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"Lil, I really wish you'd get pregnant. I would just love you to have babies. What would they look
like? Imagine sitting here in the field, surrounded by your own daughters and granddaughters.''
Lil seemed to relish this picture. "I do like babies,'' she said.
One afternoon when I was pulling weeds in the garden, Tumbleweed was watching me. His body
language and the intensity of his gaze conveyed such clear desire that right away I took him an
armload of the weeds. Then I realized that when I first thought of doing that, I'd been sitting
where I couldn't see him.
The love between humans and animals, the companionship, the playfulness, the enjoyment of
each other's company--all these seemed like a good starting point. I guessed that any telepathic
experiences I might have with my llamas would be rooted in the sense of connection that came
from these emotions.
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Chapter Thirteen: Girls!
"It's another boy. Another beautiful, darling, doggoned boy.''
Juliet had been awkwardly sitting down and then standing back up all morning. It was
springtime, but springtime in the mountains wasn't just wildflowers and zephyr breezes.
Springtime at Juniper Ridge also meant muddy fields and drizzling rain mixed with snow. Kelly
moved Juliet into the part of the ladies' barn that we could watch from the house.
After lunch, the head appeared, and then a foot. The other foot didn't. Kelly said, "You should
wash up and reach in, Rosana, because your hands are smaller. Besides, I want to get a birth on
videotape.''
I had little confidence in my ability to deal with a dystocia, or birth where the cria isn't coming
out in the normal order. All kinds of positions were possible. What would this be? If it was at all
complicated, we would ask our veterinarian to come out. Nervously I washed my hands, put on
a sleeve, and approached Juliet's rear. She had often kicked out with a back leg when I was
combing her wool, but now she ignored me. My hand went in, up to my wrist. There was the
other foot, twisted sideways a little. "Thank God!'' I said, and turned the foot around.
Out came a black head, followed by a body with an artistic arrangement of black and white
markings. I dipped the broken end of the umbilical cord in iodine and checked for a penis. There
seemed to be a small protuberance. I felt a pang of disappointment; we'd had llamas for four
years now, and between Lil not getting pregnant, Posey having boys, and Juliet having had a
stillbirth, this ranch wasn't a money-making operation.
I looked again at the baby. There were four teats also. I didn't remember noticing teats on the
other boys; maybe I just hadn't paid attention. I looked at the penis again, and saw instead a
shred of the amniotic sac. I looked under the tail. There was a little tab--we had our first female!
As the rain turned to snow, we put Juliet and young Blossom in a stall with a heat lamp. The stall
was windy, and the baby kept shivering, so later we brought them into the rock-floored part of
our living room. Juliet hadn't been in the house before, but so long as her baby stayed right by
her, she was content. We put some hay and water out for her. She and the little one stayed for a
couple of hours, while we and some friends had dinner and admired the llamas. We had a rather
gloomy conversation about world politics, and I was comforted by the vivid reality of the new
little llama.
Posey's baby, six weeks later, was another girl. It was a perfect, easy birth, and the baby was
nursing in under an hour. "About time!'' I thought. We had had more than our share of bad luck;
I knew breeders who had had thirty llama births with no problems at all.
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pi on our land
d, and
A hum
Desireee's due date
e was close to
o Lil Bit's. Wom
man and llam
ma got larger and
a larger. Deesiree had a
boy, born
b
in the tip
pi.
Lil Bit had a girl. Black and brow
wn, not a specck of white, ju
ust like Shado
ow. And just like him, she
didn'tt start nursingg right away. We left the mother
m
and baby alone forr hours. Then, as our
anxietty about depriving the bab
by of colostru
um increased,, I had a go att milking out Lil. She kicked
d
the cu
up out of my hand. I resum
med milking; at
a least Lil waasn't nearly ass high strung as Posey. Lil
kicked
d the cup agaain, and somee dirt got into the milk. Wee strained it and added som
me colostrum
m
of Possey's we had put in the freeezer when Sh
hadow wasn't nursing. Kellly gave this baby
b
a bottle,,
which
h she took reaadily enough.
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The next dayy, another llama owner
came over. Linda
L
Rodgers was just
starting her own herd. Heer enthusiasm
m
for llamas, and
a her intereest in
observing exxactly what was
w going on,
made her go
ood companyy. Neither Kellly
nor I were getting as streessed out as
h Shadow, butt we were
we had with
both comforrted by Linda's presence.
We passed the
t day milkin
ng, giving the
baby occasio
onal bottles, and
a chatting.
The baby kept nosing aro
ound under
her mother. "She'll get it pretty soon,'''
I predicted.
But by the next morning the little one
still wasn't nursing.
n
We reepeated our
routines, but didn't spend
d so much
Desiree had a boy and Lil
L Bit had a girl.
b
That eveening we
time in the barn.
squirtted Lil's teats to be sure th
hey were open and went fo
or a walk with
h the dogs. When
W
we got
back, I looked out a window and saw Lil stan
nding with ears turned to listen behind her. All I
f
feet, on the
t other sidee of Lil. She was
w standing perfectly
p
still.. I
could see of the baaby was her four
watch
hed for a few seconds, theen called Kellyy. "She hasn'tt moved,'' I saaid. "I bet shee's finding it.''
Kelly went
w
to another window, and from theere it looked even
e
more likke she was in the right
place. The baby ste
epped away, licking her lip
ps. Then she ran
r madly aro
ound the yard
d, kicking her
heels high in a fren
nzy of joy. Nu
ursing had beggun.
We likked this babyy a lot. We likeed her soft, th
hick wool, heer friendlinesss, the bit of grray color on
her neeck, her lovelly build. I thought that thee offspring of Lil and Levi sh
hould have a name
beginning with L, and
a I came up
p with "Lallap
paloosa.''
m father usin
ng to mean so
omething speecial,'' I explaiined to Kelly.
"It's a slang word I remember my
"I rem
member heariing it too. Seeems like it wo
ould be even better
b
for an appaloosa,'' he said.
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"Well, her father
f
is and that's
t
close enough for mee. Besides, I
bet we'll call her `Lally' most
m of the time.''
most a giraffee already. Wee're not
"Okay. Say, this one's alm
where with that plan to brreed small llaamas.''
getting anyw

Lally

"You know, I really don'tt care. I'm nott so intimidatted by size an
ny
more. Whatt I care aboutt is temperam
ment, intelligeence, and
soundness, and it's nice if their wool is usable for spinning.''
s

Kelly said,
s
"I don't much care ab
bout size eith
her. It was nice to have a fo
ocus but it's fine
f to just lett
go of it now. By the way, isn't itt odd that wee've had two babies
b
that diidn't nurse?''
ot all that com
mmon. But yo
ou know, I'm actually glad that it happeened again
"Yea, I guess it's no
and was
w so much easier.''
e
I had a theory about why it had
d happened an
nd why it wass easier. Abou
ut a year afteer we'd had
S
I had
d gone into Reichian
R
theraapy, which invvolved a lot of
o body work.
the prroblem with Shadow,
As myy therapist wo
orked on my muscles, I rem
membered evvents and em
motions from throughout
t
my liffe. It seemed sometimes th
hat there wass hardly an inch of my bod
dy that didn't hold
memo
ories.
As waas typical of babies
b
born when
w
I was, I was
w bottle-fed
d. My motherr's milk didn'tt come in, and
d
after a few days off half-hearted
d trying, they put me on a bottle. I susp
pected now th
hat there wass
mory of this, somewhere
s
in me, that haad contributeed to my anxieety when Shaadow didn't
a mem
nursee. Kelly hadn'tt shared that anxiety, and he had been breast-fed. Of
O course, nott everyone
who had
h been bottle-fed would
d have reacted as I did. Wee are all uniqu
ue. This problem with Lil's
baby had shown me
m that I had mostly
m
overco
ome that extreme tension
n. I felt healed
d and very
gratefful.
My grratitude exten
nded back in time to thosee difficult four days with Shadow. I could honestly
say th
hat I was glad they had hap
ppened. Could it be that life was so arranged that eaach of us wass
given opportunitie
es to overcom
me whatever we
w needed to
o? If so, that might
m
be whyy we had had
two babies
b
who didn't nurse wh
hen the statisstical odds of that were slight.
"And enough alreaady. Let's have some easy babies!'' I said to Kelly.
ot them. Pose
ey's fourth baaby came a feew weeks lateer. The little girl
g was out within
w
ten
We go
minuttes of first sho
owing. Her tiny mouth was going immeediately and she
s was on th
he teats within
an ho
our and a half. And what a beauty! Her body was aprricot in color, a warmer, ligghter shade
than Posey's,
P
with gray and blacck outlining her
h head and feet. Her earrs were outlin
ned in white.
We naamed her Ren
naissance, in honor of an old
o friend nam
med Rene wh
ho had just died.
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o go to California briefly. We
W didn't thin
nk Juliet was due
d for
Aboutt a week later, Kelly had to
anoth
her ten days, but she gave birth while I was home alo
one. Anotherr normal birth
h--perhaps a
little slow
s
for my im
mpatient tasttes--and
anoth
her girl, Blosso
om's full sisteer.
Our pastures
p
weree full of females, eight of
them. With three little ones, the evening run
n
b
The babies' antics wo
ould stimulatee
was busy.
the yeearlings, Blosssom and Pocaahontas, to
run arround with th
hem. Sometim
mes Lil or
Poseyy would kick up
u her heels for
f a momentt
as weell. We called it the Indianaapolis Five
Hundred.
We haad been breeeding our ladiees, but we
weren
n't sure who had
h gotten prregnant yet. It
I
was sttill too soon to
t do blood teesting. I heard
of a sttrategy for teesting pregnancy: you takee
your stud,
s
on lead,, for a stroll th
hrough the
femalles' pasture. The
T ladies' responses to hiim are likely to
t tell you a lo
ot. We had ussed a
variattion of this technique, wheere we would
d have a male and female meet
m
across the
t fence; it
was usually
u
reliable.
So wee haltered Levvi and took hiim in with thee females. All five youngsters came run
nning over. Ass
he greeeted his thre
ee daughters and the otheer two girls, he curled his tail
t around su
ubmissively, a
typicaal adult male response to babies.
b
I tookk him toward the adult fem
males. Lil spatt at him severral times. "Great, maybe she's
pregn
nant,'' Kelly saaid.
Levi and
a I were neaar Posey's reaar end. He sniffed it. She ran away. Levvi went after her,
h and I kep
pt
up with him, still holding
h
his leaad rope. We ran
r up hill and
d down. Levi started tryingg to mount
Poseyy. Abruptly, sh
he sat down. Levi sat on to
op of her, and
d began orglin
ng. Soon he was
w breeding
her.
h been run
nning along beehind, and no
ow they stood
d by the breeding pair.
The young llamas had
Levi, as
a usual when
n breeding, seeemed oblivio
ous to everytthing going on
n around him
m. Posey
sniffed me in a mildly curious way
w when I haappened to sttand in front of
o her. Everyo
one but Juliett
g
arou
und. I patted little
l
Renaissaance. Renny was
w about a month
m
old no
ow, and not
was gathered
easy to
t catch. But she too seem
med lulled by the
t event, an
nd allowed mee to stroke heer.
Kelly and
a I were vissualizing anotther lovely daaughter. We practiced
p
visu
ualization in many
m
aspectss
of ourr lives. We did
d it faithfully with all the lllama breedings, imaginingg that a health
hy female
baby would be the
e result.
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Was it just coincidence that our pastures were full of healthy females? I thought of a quote I'd
read from an Anglican bishop: "When I pray, coincidences happen. When I don't, they don't.''
We intended to give coincidences every possible opportunity, so we pictured Posey having a
lovely Levi daughter the following year. This was the first time we had bred her to him.
Lil was trying to bite Posey's ear. Then she nibbled on Levi's front foot. We shoved her away, but
she sat down right next to Posey. Blossom tried to mount her father, and Kelly pulled her off. Lil
got up and went back to nibbling on the breeding llamas. Lally stood on her father's back feet,
but he didn't notice a thing.
I haltered Lil, thinking I'd put her out of the way in the barn. She resisted me every step; after a
few yards, she sat down and wouldn't budge. I just left her there. "Maybe she's not pregnant,
after all,'' I said to Kelly.
With Lil Bit sitting on the sidelines, the last few minutes of the breeding were quieter. Blossom
investigated Levi's face. Juliet wandered out from the barn and sniffed his rear. Eventually he
got up. We wouldn't know it until the next summer, but Levi and Posey had just started a
daughter.
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Chapter Fourteen: Thundercloud
We had never bought or sold a llama at an auction, as we preferred a more relaxed environment
and time to mull things over. But llama auctions were fascinating events, good for visiting with
old friends and making new ones, interesting for seeing so many llamas in one place.
We went to an auction that was held an hour's drive from our ranch. "We're going to need
another stud one of these days,'' Kelly said as we drove. "With all these daughters of Levi, who
are we going to breed them to? Not all of them would be a good match for Whiskers.'' We had
decided against breeding Tumbleweed or Poco any more, due to minor flaws.
"Want to look around at the auction and see if anything turns up?'' I asked.
"Well, yes, but we don't really have much money to spare right now. I don't think I'd want to go
over about fifteen hundred dollars.''
"That might be enough. It seems like more people want llamas with long wool. I've heard of
people getting good bargains at auctions, especially later in the day.'' We liked llamas whose
wool was short enough that they were suitable for packing. I kept thinking that I would learn to
spin, so I was also interested in animals with soft wool.
We strolled among the llamas, with our friend Stanlynn Daugherty. Kelly's artistic training and
Stanlynn's experience with llamas helped the two of them to spot Roman noses, slightly turned
out feet, knock knees, and other flaws much more quickly than I could.
After a couple of passes around the stalls, we had narrowed it down to an Eclipse son. As Eclipse
was a famous stud at a famous ranch, I thought this llama could be out of our price range, but
he wasn't fantastically woolly. So that might put him back in. I liked looking at him. He was on
the small side; that was fine with me and could keep his price down.
"I like him,'' Kelly said. "He has something of the presence of his father.'' We both thought that
Eclipse was a magnificent animal.
That day there was a llama show. This llama placed fourth or fifth in his class, below several
woollier animals. In the evening, there was a ranch dispersal auction.
Just before we left to drive home, I wandered back into the stalls to take another look at the
llama. There was a man working around the stalls. He was one of the owners, so I asked him to
tell me more about the llama's temperament and background.
"I'll be honest with you, we really haven't worked with him much at all. Just these past couple of
weeks, getting ready for the show, grooming him and training him some. And I've really been
surprised at his intelligence. I bet I could have taken him through that obstacle course they had
in the show ring without any practice.''
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I noted on the registration that he was three and half years old. "Has he had any babies?''
"None on the ground, but he's bred two females at our place, and they acted pregnant, spitting
him off after a few weeks. ''
"Do you know if he was bottle fed, or handled a lot as a baby?''
"No, nothing like that. We've had him about a year. He's really a good guy.''
"Well, maybe we'll come back and look at him again in the morning.''
I said to Kelly as we drove home, "I'm getting kind of interested in this llama. It's quite a
challenge, not to get too attached.''
"We'll just have to wait and see how it works out,'' Kelly said.
"Yea,'' I sighed. I wasn't fond of waiting and seeing. That night, I dreamt of llamas but didn't
remember any details in the morning.
At the fairgrounds, Kelly said, "Let's take that male out and walk him around a while, to get a
good look at him.'' When we got to the barn, a man was looking at the llama. My heart skipped
a beat; the man strolled on casually.
The llama looked at us as we approached him. One of his owners was there, and we asked if we
could take him out for a walk.
"Sure,'' she said, and gave us a lead rope.
At first Kelly walked him around, and I observed. The llama was a dark brown, almost gray, with
just a little white on his face and neck. His undercoat had a gray tinge. Hmm, breed that to Lil
and you could get a lovely baby.
Kelly observed while I took a turn leading the llama. We checked out his legs, the straightness of
his back, the way he moved at different speeds--everything we could think of. He led quite
nicely. We talked to his owners more about his health and his history.
I wanted this llama. "Uh oh,'' Kelly said, "you're catching auction fever.''
At the auction, the promoter and the auctioneer were up on a podium behind the little stage
where the owners showed their animals. In front of them were three cowboy-hatted men,
whose job it was to work on the crowd, scan their section for bidders, coax people, and let out
cowboy yells.
We watched the bidding for the champion animals. The male grand champion was a magnificent
Eclipse son with abundant wool. The bidding quickly rose, up and up, into the twenty thousands,
into the thirties. Every now and then the promoter would give a little spiel. "How often do you
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get a chance to buy a son of Eclipse here?'' He asked. "I tell you, people, this is a rare
opportunity.''
That was hardly what I wanted to hear. The llama sold in the upper thirty thousands. Later an
Eclipse daughter went for a high price, and again her famous father was praised. There was only
one more Eclipse offspring in the entire auction: the one we wanted. A friend I was sitting with
guessed that he would go for three to five thousand dollars. I agreed with her that he could be
worth that, but I was still hoping.
Kelly and I left the stands to get some lunch. There were dozens of females to be sold, plus some
alpacas. The male we wanted was about halfway through the males in the auction order. It
would be fairly late in the afternoon. That was to our advantage; a lot of people would have left.
I reminded myself to stay easy with whatever happened, but I also convinced Kelly that we
could go a little higher than the fifteen hundred dollar limit he'd set.
When we went back to the stands, they were rapidly selling males. A llama who resembled our
intended llama sold for four thousand. The next one, nothing special, went for a thousand. Next
a charming juvenile, then a classy fellow with lovely markings, and a Dr. Doolittle son we had
liked, all went through.
My hopes rose and fell with the dollars. The amplified drone of the auctioneer was hypnotic.
"What'll you give me, now five hundred, now five, now five,'' he went on. "SOLD the llama, four
hundred fifty dollars,'' he said. I came out of my reverie to see a scrawny little thing exiting the
stage. The next four llamas each sold for under a thousand. Splendid.
Somewhere in the middle of all the noise, I felt myself getting very quiet. I had been visualizing
getting this llama but it hadn't seemed real to me yet. Now suddenly came an inexplicable
moment of knowing it was going to work out.
The moment passed. Only three llamas to go. My hands got sweaty, and I grabbed Kelly's hand.
It was clammy. Aha, he was getting excited too.
"An Eclipse son out of an Erroll Flynn daughter,'' was announced. At four hundred dollars I
raised my hand. The ringman saw me, and I was in. Immediately the bid went up. The ringman
had his eye on me. Someone else bid. I bid again.
Again someone else rose it. It was going up by fifty dollar steps. That was a good sign, I thought
– better than if it had been going up by a hundred each time. Up, past eight hundred, a
thousand. I never even glanced at the llama. I kept my eyes on my ringman, one of four scanning
the crowd. And so we climbed.
A couple of times I wasn't sure if my bid was the latest, and my ringman was watching more of
the ring than just me. Stanlynn had told me about novices who had bid against themselves. It
was confusing, but I was beginning to get the hang of it. I bid again. "Fourteen fifty, now fifteen,
now fifteen, now fifteen, and I've SOLD the llama, fourteen fifty, buyer number...''
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I wasn't sure who'd gotten the llama. They were looking at me. "Me?'' I said. The ringman
nodded. I let out a whoop and fumbled around for my buyer number.
Kelly hugged me. "I knew we were getting him,'' he said. "At the end you were bidding against
just one other couple, and I saw them whisper to each other, and the man shook his head.''
"I want to go see my boy,'' I said. We went around to see Thundercloud. The owner was just
taking the fancy halter off him, and I told him we were the ones who'd bought the llama.
"I'm glad,'' he said. He was taking another llama out to get back in line, and I thought he seemed
a little discouraged. I believed the llama was worth a lot more than we were paying; he probably
did too. I suddenly realized that at an auction, the selling price is determined, not by the buyer
or the seller, but by the last person who drops out.
Now that Thundercloud was ours, I really let myself enjoy his firm, quiet presence and his looks.
He wasn't flashy by way of markings, but there was definitely a sensitive being in this llama.
We got him a ride home with some people who were taking a load of llamas to California, and
we went on home to get things ready. By flashlight and full moon, we moved the ladies further
from the field we would put him in--by now we had learned to quarantine new animals for a
while--and we set out some fresh hay and water. The llama's owner had given us a nicely carved
wooden sign that said "Thundercloud.'' I propped it up by the barn door.
Everything was ready. We had some dinner. Finally the trucker drove in and Thundercloud was
here. We led him down the driveway, past our house.
Thundercloud stopped and looked. "Mmm,'' he said in a soft voice.
He'd spotted another llama. One of the ladies.
We walked on toward his field. He watched the ladies. They crowded up by the fence to see
him. In his new field, he gave the dung pile a thorough sniffing, then had a long roll in the dust.
Thundercloud was paying no mind to our males running up and down their fence line across the
driveway. He sat and gazed at the ladies.
Just before bed, I went down to check him. He was sitting under a tree, and I couldn't see him at
first. He saw me, and ran around in the moonlight. Then he hummed again softly.
"Yes,'' I said. "I'm glad too.''
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Chapter Fifteen: Talking with Llamas
Linda Rodgers and I took Thundercloud for a walk. He had been breeding with Lil Bit that week,
and he didn't want to leave his view of the ladies. He hummed and tried to turn back, pulling
hard on the lead rope. Before breeding season, he had relished hiking, but it held no charms for
him now. So we put him back in and took Lally with us instead. She nibbled her way along the
trail, as Linda and I talked and strolled.
"Since animals don't have verbal language, they must think differently than we do,'' Linda
commented.
"Yes, maybe more like how we use the right side of our brains, the non-verbal part. It will be
interesting to see how Penelope talks with them.''
I had heard about Penelope Smith's ability to communicate telepathically with animals.
Intrigued, I invited her to come to our ranch. Now she and her husband, Michel Sherman, were
on a trip that would bring them to Ashland.
When they arrived, I immediately liked them both. Penelope had a straightforward, cheerful
manner.
"Do you want to start with the dogs or the llamas?'' she asked.
"Let's go out with the llamas, starting with Blossom, and then we can come in and have some
tea while we do the dogs,'' I suggested.
Blossom was just over two years old now, and pregnant for the first time. She was living alone in
a temporary field because she'd had an abscess that the vet had removed surgically a few days
earlier. He didn't want her back in with the other llamas until the incision stopped draining. Now
she was pacing her fence line.
"She doesn't want to talk right now,'' Penelope said. Blossom turned and looked at us. "Let's
start with another llama, and let her listen in. Then maybe she'll have more to say.''
We turned around, and there were Posey, Renny, and Lally at the fence. Penelope was quiet for
a few moments, and then began talking.
"Posey isn't sure she wants to be here, on this planet. She isn't really of this earth. She became
curious about it, and came into a llama body with the attitude that she could always leave. Now
she has become enmeshed, as we all do, in the things of this world.
"She has sometimes even thought about killing herself by dashing into a fence or running off a
cliff, but she doesn't know how to do it. She doesn't like to be handled by people because it
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makes her feel more trapped in her body.'' We hadn't said anything to Penelope about how
frantic Posey could become when handled, especially for veterinary procedures.
Kelly had come down from his video studio in time to hear Penelope's comments about Posey.
"I never would have thought of anything like that,'' he said, "but you've really captured the
essence of her personality. She's always been flighty and uncertain.''
I found Penelope's comments intriguing. They rang true. It was a stretch to think of a llama in
this way, but something in me was resonating to Penelope's words. I wanted to hear about
every animal on the place.
Posey was standing with her back to us, watching Penelope's dogs. Lally and Renny, together as
usual, were sitting near her. "They calm her,'' Penelope said.
"One of them is her baby, the other isn't,'' I said.
"They both have a good effect on her. The llamas are all so close to each other. Their minds are
very linked.''
I thought about my ruminations on the group mind of llamas. Penelope was noticing the same
thing.
Penelope turned to Lally. "What an incredible being,'' she said. "Now there's a teacher. She's
very loving and nurturing, and she's very interested in communicating with people. That's what
she's here for. She is the one of all of them who really loves people.''
Linda and I grinned at each other. We both knew that Lally was special.
Penelope found Renny to be extraordinary in the reach of her mind and living less fully in her
body than other llamas did. That fit my sense of reality too. Renny was always watching
everything, with intense curiosity.
"Would TEAM help her be in her body more?'' I asked. TEAM was a method of working with
horses, developed by Linda Tellington-Jones, that was just beginning to be applied to llamas.
"Yes, it could give her some softness.''
"Penelope, her external genitalia seem still quite small to me,'' I commented. Renny was about
nine months old now.
Penelope paused a moment. "Well, she's quite boyish,'' she said.
We turned back to Blossom. Now that she had seen what was going on, she told Penelope, she
was willing to talk. She said she was very impatient to get back in with the other ladies; she felt
they needed her there to take charge. She couldn't see how they could do without her!
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That sounded like our Blossom all right. "Is her baby okay?'' I asked.
She told Penelope that her baby was fine. She was very confident about being a mother.
"She would like to have lots of babies and boss the whole herd,'' Penelope said.
She laughed and added, "I get the sense that Blossom has your number. She likes you, but she
has you in your place. She didn't much like it when you had to work on her abscess, but she
understood that it was necessary.''
"Actually, her impatience now is detracting from the wound healing,'' Penelope went on,
encouraging us to put Blossom back in with the others, or at least to have a common fence line
with them, as soon as the vet would okay it.
Lil Bit was next. "This llama is very maternal, and there's a sense of her being old before her
time. She's a very peaceful animal. All the animals tell me they are happy here. Even Posey says
now that she is likely to come around and accept being in her body more.''
We walked down to Thundercloud's field, adjoining the ladies. "He's a very complete being who
likes being a llama. He's rather solitary. He likes to meditate. He likes being with you, but there is
a certain aloofness from you and from the other animals.''
"We've had trouble breeding him. He hasn't gotten anyone pregnant yet. Is there anything the
matter with him?'' I asked.
"No, there's nothing the matter with him. It's just that nobody ever taught him, and he's having
to experiment and figure it all out for himself. He's a little embarrassed and doesn't like you
watching.''
Penelope said a few words about our other males. Everyone was content. Whiskers was smart,
she commented--correctly--but not as focused as his daughter Renaissance.
We had two cats who lived in the barn, Julio and Who. Julio was friendly and Who wasn't. In the
year we'd had her, I'd scarcely ever been able to touch her. She didn't appear when we were in
the barn, but Penelope was able to communicate with her. I asked if I should try harder to make
friends with her. Penelope said, "Who says 'No, don't try to relate to me. I have very little use
for people and just want to be a wild barn cat. I do my job. I'm a good barn cat.' ''
We went in the house for some tea, welcome after being out in the spring winds. As dusk fell,
Penelope continued with Cider, our Rhodesian Ridgeback dog. She told us that Cider was quite
an incredible being who had adventures on other levels of consciousness.
Then she turned her attention to Teddy Bear, our Australian Shepherd. As she did, he suddenly
started trembling. His eyes glazed over and the trembling became stronger. He tried to walk but
his legs wouldn't move. Penelope immediately stopped telepathic contact, and told Kelly to hold
him.
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"It's okay, little guy, you'll be fine,'' Kelly reassured him. Penelope and I left Kelly and dog, while
we went into another room and met our house cat. When we came back, Teddy had returned to
normal consciousness.
"Now he's telling me something,'' Penelope said. "He's saying, 'I just want to be a dog. I got
scared by what you said about Cider travelling to other realms. I want to stay right here, to love
and be loved.' ''
Teddy had never had a seizure before. In the years since, he has had a few more, often seeming
to be triggered by fear. It was striking that he had one at that very moment.
After Penelope and Michel left, we talked about what had happened. Kelly, Linda, and I were all
impressed with Penelope's perceptions. I felt as though a door were opening into realms I had
yearned to see. There had been enough specific, accurate comments to make all of us feel that
Penelope was really communicating telepathically with the animals.
About a week later, Blossom's baby was stillborn, probably as a reaction to Rompun, the general
anesthetic the vet had used when operating on her abscess. I wondered if the baby had been all
right when Penelope had been there, or if she had missed something. In any case, I decided, I
was glad I hadn't known of the problem, as there would have been nothing I could do but worry.
And I was all too good at that.
A few months later, Kelly and I began working with Penelope on a program called Telepathic
Communication with Animals. As Kelly interviewed people Penelope had worked with and as he
edited the video footage, he became increasingly open to the realities Penelope described.
Often he would comment that one of our animals wanted something or was thinking of
something.
I too was opening up, though less than Kelly. I was often frustrated that my skeptical mind still
seemed to get in the way of the process. But then, my mind was working overtime. We were
looking at some big changes.
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Chapter Sixteen: Winds of Change
Lally and Renny were almost a year old. We had sold Harmony, the female born right after
them, as well as Pocahontas and Juliet. It felt great to recoup our investment in llamas and still
have five females, including these two lovely young maidens.
We trained them; we took them for walks. I was slightly more fond of Lally, while Kelly favored
Renny, but both of them were delightful. Ever since we had weaned them, they had spent most
of every day with each other.
After giving up our day hikes business, we were expanding another llama-related venture,
Juniper Ridge Press. We already had one book--an earlier version of this one--and several
videotapes. I was editing a packing book being written by our friend Stanlynn Daugherty and
collecting information for another book of my own, Llamas for Love and Money.
When I wrote, I usually felt the hot breath of my writer parents, perfectionists both, as they
leaned over my shoulder. Never mind that both had been dead for years. I still heard my
mother, writer of engineering textbooks, telling me to be clearer and my father, science-fiction
writer, telling me to be more imaginative.
Even so, I felt that finally, in my forties, I was doing what I wanted to do when I grew up. And I
loved computers! Besides making the writing go more smoothly, they made it possible for me to
do the page layout and publishing myself.
Kelly's passion for film had been with him since his early twenties. Now, with video equipment,
he loved the freedom to make programs on a budget so modest that we could fund them
ourselves. A far cry from the high costs of film! We both were aware that we couldn't have
created our little media business even a few years earlier. We were right on the edge of the
technology. Our biggest problems were finding time to juggle all our projects.
We were only expecting one baby this summer, because we had sold Juliet, and Lil Bit hadn't
gotten pregnant again. Posey was due late in July. We were disappointed about Lil, but at least
we could do some travelling together.
We went to a llama conference Kelly videotaped a llama reproduction workshop put on by a
llama researcher, Dr. LaRue Johnson. Then we continued across Oregon to the spectacular
Wallowa mountains, where Stanlynn Daugherty operated her llama packing business. Kelly was
collecting videotape footage for a packing program featuring her and several other llama
packers. I would be better able to edit her packing book if I'd hiked with her. What better
excuses could you want for a bit of adventure?
We went out with her and several other llama lovers on a "Learn to Llama Pack'' trip. Several
days of spectacular mountain scenery, outstanding food, and a group of llamas to hike with
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made for a memorable fourth of July weekend. Kelly got the video footage he wanted, and I
learned all kinds of things that would go into the book.
It was a long drive home. "We're so lucky to be doing what we love for a living,'' I mused to Kelly
as we drove through the Oregon desert.
"Yes,'' he said. "Isn't it partly a matter of being willing to take risks?''
"I guess so, but I don't think of myself as much of a risk-taker.''
"You left your forty hours a week and reliable income at the public library.''
"Yea. I sure have missed the reliable income sometimes, but not the forty hours! There are too
many things I want to do, to work full time.'' I conveniently ignored the sixty-hour weeks we
sometimes put in, between ranch work and our creative efforts. It felt different when you were
doing it for yourself, and besides, there were also those weeks we didn't get around to much of
anything.
"I've been thinking,'' Kelly said. He was driving, and even though I could see that he was
watching the road, his eyes had a far-away look. I was instantly attentive. We'd been together
long enough that I recognized that look. It was the look that preceded a trip he'd made to the
Soviet Union. It was the look that preceded our hikes business. What had he been mulling over
now?
"Maybe Juniper Ridge isn't ultimately the best place for us to live,'' he said.
That startled me. I did feel some ambivalence about our home. I loved its magnificence and
grandeur, but the snow, ice, and fog almost half the year often made ranch work and driving to
town difficult. You could be isolated up there in the mountains. The high elevation made
gardening pretty minimal. I had grumbled about these things off and on, but my love for the
land and Kelly's even greater sense of belonging had always been enough to keep us there. It
had been almost seven years now, and we often talked of growing old there.
"What's leading you to say this now?''
"I've been wanting a simpler life, for one thing,'' he said. "There's always so much to do there,
and the weather doesn't help. Besides, it's just an idea.''
"Hmm,'' I said.
"You know how attached I am to Juniper Ridge,'' he said. "I really love it. But I've been realizing
with this travel lately that wherever I am is my home. If we moved, it would be to accept the
whole world as home.''
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I did know how much he loved the place. He was so deeply attached to it that during times of
frustration with its isolation, I had never felt I could ask him to leave. We had talked of maybe
keeping an apartment in town. Now he was offering this new possibility.
"What kind of place would we move to?''
"I don't know.''
The Oregon countryside passed in a blur as we talked for hours. I would want better facilities for
the llamas, and I'd want to be close to town, whether Ashland or somewhere else. He would
want quiet. We agreed on good water. Maybe we'd have two dwellings, one housing a llamaloving tenant. Then it would be easier for us to go away without the hassles of finding animal
sitters. When we stopped for lunch we made a list. By the time we got home, the idea was
beginning to take shape.
But then as we drove up the dear, familiar driveway, and I looked at our wonderful juniper
trees, inspiring views, and beloved llamas, as I felt the echoes of seven years, I thought, "We're
crazy to even think of leaving this.''
We went around to greet all the llamas. Lally and Renny came right up to us, their bright eyes
gazing deep into ours. It was wonderful to be home.
Every day, we talked. Maybe we would stay but make the situation more flexible. We looked
into putting a new mobile home on the land, for a caretaker; luckily, our land was in three
parcels so the county would permit it. We researched that possibility.
One day Posey had her baby, almost before we noticed anything. Another girl! We named her
"Perestroika,'' a Russian word meaning restructuring, and we called her "Perry.'' The Soviet
society was in the throes of restructuring, and so too were we.
I woke up one morning realizing we'd been going about things backwards. We needed to think
about our greatest goals, our deepest yearnings. What did we most want to do? The right
dwelling and location should grow out of that. As Kelly woke up, we lay in bed and talked. Kelly
wanted more time for video and music. I wanted to write. We both wanted more flexibility to
travel to other countries, and we wanted to make a difference with our lives.
I went out and fed the llamas, noticing undone projects everywhere. "Living in the country is a
lot of work,'' I thought. I had always felt that we would do them eventually, or I'd felt impatient
with Kelly or myself for not having gotten to them, but now I recognized that lots of unfinished
projects would likely remain the case so long as we were at Juniper Ridge.
One night, Kelly was awake for a long time, his mind racing. He had a new thought. What if we
didn't live with llamas? He thought about all the work involved, taking away from his video and
music time. He thought about the difficulties of finding other people to care for the animals. He
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thought about the need to stay home--for weeks sometimes--around the time of birthing. He
thought about the hard times we'd had with some of the births.
But we couldn't give up the llamas as well as the ranch, all at once. It would be too hard. Or
would it?
When he told me of his thoughts, I burst into tears. I could hardly bear to think of not looking
out the window at woolly faces. How could I wake up in the morning, without my llama fix? I
was an addict.
"There's no way I could sell them all,'' I pronounced.
"Remember that tee-shirt I told you about?'' I threatened. I had giggled over a tee-shirt that
showed a woman saying, "He told me it was him or the animals.'' In a second frame, she's
surrounded by pets and saying, "Sometimes we miss him.''
I didn't want my animals without Kelly. I wanted it all.
Could we board our llamas somewhere? But where? It would have to be a situation where the
people already knew a lot about their care. I wasn't one to be casual about who took care of my
animals; that had made it hard to find people to stay even for a weekend.
"What about Linda and Nelson?'' Kelly suggested.
"Hey, good idea. I wonder if they'd be interested.''
We had met Linda Rodgers and her husband Nelson Leonard a few years earlier. Like us, they
had moved to southern Oregon from California, where Linda was a nurse practitioner and
Nelson an archaeologist. Like us, they had bought undeveloped land and a few llamas. Yet to
have any baby llamas, they were just getting started.
As our friendship had developed, we had been to their place several times. Elk Hill was very
secluded and peaceful. The driveway was three-quarters of a mile off a little-used gravel road.
The weather was warmer than at Juniper Ridge.
We'd met their first llamas, Twister, Duchess and her daughter Querida, and Bethany. We'd
walked down to their spring and to the ancient apple trees which Nelson had pruned. They
showed us where they were building a house, right where there had been homesteaders a
hundred years earlier. Linda and Nelson were living in a charming old mobile home, graced by
stunning antiques, while they built their new house and developed their llama facilities.
I called Linda and asked if they might be interested in boarding our llamas. "We thought of it
ourselves,'' she said.
We talked it over. They would have to do more fencing and to build a barn that they were
planning to do anyway. They were willing to drop their other projects and tackle these. It took a
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while, but we figured out possible financial arrangements. Kelly and I didn't know how soon
we'd leave—we still hadn't decided for sure that we were going to! But it was a wonderful
feeling that if we needed them to, Linda and Nelson would be delighted to care for our herd. We
knew how committed they were to llamas.
Soon we decided. We would buy a house in nearby Ashland, keep Thundercloud and our ladies
at Elk Hill, and sell our other males. If we missed our llamas too much, we would move again. It
was reassuring to think that no decision was set in concrete. We did know people who had sold
all their llamas, only to buy more within a year.
We put our place on the market. The day that we listed it with a realtor, we went into town late
in the afternoon. It had been a hot summer day, and after signing the papers, we walked around
in some of the neighborhoods that interested us and had a late supper at a restaurant. It was
after dark when we got home.
The next morning, Kelly went out to feed the llamas. A minute later, he was back. "Rosana,
Renaissance is dead,'' he said.
My mind couldn't process the words. I stared at him blankly. Dead. Somebody's dead. Who did
he say? Renny? No, that doesn't make any sense. Maybe it's a chicken or a peacock. That's
pretty normal. Maybe Renny is lying so still, he thinks she's dead.
He burst into tears. I reached to hug him. We stood like that. "Are you sure? Could we maybe
save her with CPR or artificial respiration?'' I looked for my shoes.
"No, she's dead.''
"I have to go see to believe it,'' I said. I was flooded with love for this sweet, inquisitive young
llama. What on earth could have happened? We went outside hand in hand.
There she was, in the corner, at the gate by the garden. Already bloated, and with eyes glazed
over. She was dead all right.
"There's not really any sign of struggle,'' Kelly observed. The earth wasn't disturbed; the body
looked peaceful enough. Our Renny wasn't there at all, our little llama whose curiosity toward
people was so sweet, who radiated such a delight in life. Everyone loved her. She wasn't pushy
like Lally, in fact she could often be skittish in true llama fashion. But she was much friendlier
than Posey, her mother.
It hit me. I cried and cried, holding on to Kelly. Then we went in and phoned the vet, making
arrangements for an autopsy later in the morning. We phoned a taxidermist about having a rug
made, but since the llama had been dead for a while, they were dubious. Kelly suggested we just
shear her wool, so we did that together.
He kept giving me stricken looks. I was feeling very shaken. We both felt a sense of unreality.
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The vet's autopsy showed that her rumen and stomach were full of food but her small intestines
were empty. There was a slight twist at the place the food was backed up. Her trachea was
abnormally red with blood. I had been afraid that the autopsy would make me queasy, but it
didn't. I was moved by the delicate beauty of her internal organs.
She had died of torsion. A breeder friend later explained that it was not very common. She
would probably not have suffered much. When things backed up in the rumen, there would
have been an increase of toxins in the blood. Because of this, the blood would not have been
able to absorb oxygen. She would have gasped for breath for a while, no more than an hour, he
estimated. Even if we'd been home and had noticed, he thought it would have been too late to
save her by the time she showed any symptoms.
We buried Renaissance near the field where she had been born. Kelly dug a deep hole with the
tractor and arranged the body in it. She looked quite dead but still very graceful. I had two
purple quartz crystals that I'd kept together. I took them down, and placed one of them in her
chest cavity, opened by the autopsy. The other one I would give to Linda and Nelson. They had
been looking forward to Renny coming to Elk Hill, but all they would get was this memento.
Then we shoveled the dirt over her. We held hands together over the grave, and I put a little
wildflower bouquet on it. I couldn't keep from crying again. Then I left the other crystal there for
a while. After we gave it to Linda and Nelson, they put it in a crevice in an ancient madrone tree,
where it still sits.
Still in shock, we went about the things we had to do. We were cleaning up the house, in
preparation for a realtors' open house the next day. Every now and then, one of us would stop
our cleaning and go find the other one for a long hug. Kelly really let me see his suffering; the
closeness we felt eased our pain a little.
We didn't even think about the financial loss; it was the loss of this favorite little soul that cut so
deeply. Where was she? Did llamas live on in consciousness, as Penelope believed? Could
Penelope link up with her? Could we?
A few days later, Kelly and I went up to the ridge and ruminated. Kelly spoke of feeling a kind of
cosmicity to the death of Renaissance. He mentioned the traditions of the South American
Indians to sacrifice a beautiful, pure llama at times of transition. We were certainly in transition,
and Renny had died within hours of when we put Juniper Ridge up for sale. Could there be any
kind of parallel meaning for us in the loss of our fine young llama?
Renny's death had become a focal point for our own emotions about change. I wondered if
sacrificing to the gods was for the Indians an act of gratitude. Because paradoxically, with
Renny's loss, we were both at times experiencing a luminous gratitude for all that the llamas
had been to us, for all that Juniper Ridge had meant to us.
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As we talked, we were gazing down at a meadow below the ridge. Out from a thicket came a
mother deer and her baby.
"Look!'' Kelly said. They looked like Posey and Renny. Renaissance was dead. And Renaissance
was, by her very name, reborn.
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Chapter Seventeen: A Dream
Our sadness lingered, but events were moving very quickly. Little Perry was several weeks old
now. She delighted us in the evenings with her antics, as other babies had done in earlier years.
There was a pang to our pleasure, though: was this the last baby llama we would live with? It
was hard to imagine that we would really be moving.
But we would be. The ranch was sold ten days after we put it on the market. We would be at
Juniper Ridge for another couple of months and then we would move into a pleasant house we
were buying in Ashland. Linda and Nelson were hurrying to prepare facilities for our llamas at
Elk Hill.
The people who were buying Juniper Ridge had come on one of our first llama hikes. They had
loved the clean air and wonderful feeling of the place. When a realtor told them that it was for
sale, they had immediately come up to see it. Whenever we sold llamas we were fond of, the joy
of the buyers had often eased our sense of loss. Now this was happening with the land itself.
Because my vision had expanded from knowing Penelope, I surmised that our dogs, cats, and
llamas did have some sense that change was afoot. I had tried telling the animals about our
plans, but had no specific clues as to whether they were getting my messages.
Then one day, walking along a path, I came upon the dead body of little Who, the wild barn cat.
She seemed to have died of natural causes. It was a relief, really, as we had puzzled over what to
do with her. I guessed that she had known what was coming. Was the same true of Renny?
Some mornings I would go to my computer while still half-asleep and write down particularly
vivid dreams. I had been doing this for years, interested in the elaborate plots and stage settings
that my subconscious mind came up with night after night.
One Saturday morning that autumn, I wrote this dream in my journal, "Kelly and I are at the
ocean. Blossom is out on the beach, lying there with her legs stuck out. There's a cow too. We
both know Blossom is in danger of dying, and Kelly says despairingly, `We're going to lose her.' I
feel a numbness, a helplessness at the hands of fate, even though it doesn't seem right. I rally
enough to suggest that if the ocean brings her up, we should try to do something with her.
"Just then, a long wave moves her, the cow, and a deer way up on the beach. She stands, and
Kelly takes her temperature. He says it's 101, which is normal for a llama. Kelly goes to call the
vet, who isn't in, while I sit on a park bench and converse with Blossom. I don't remember the
conversation but suddenly I know that she is going to be okay. She and Kelly and I are all glad.''
I told Kelly the dream before I went shopping in the nearby city of Medford for several hours. He
stayed home and was packing up boxes in his studio when a woman happened to stop by to see
the llamas.
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Kelly took her into the ladies' barn. There they found Posey stretched out on her side, her head
on the ground, flies on her eyelids. Kelly touched her foot and she didn't respond. She was
barely breathing and seemed nearly dead.
He ran up to phone from the house. Our vet was out of town, and his receptionist referred Kelly
to another clinic. That vet couldn't come out and referred Kelly to another one, who was on the
other side of the county on a horse call but would call back. Kelly couldn't reach anyone else.
By the time he got back to the barn, the visitor had left. He feared the worst, but Posey lifted
her head up. She wouldn't get up, though. He rubbed her ears, a TEAM technique, and after a
while she sat, then stood, and eventually walked.
When I arrived late in the afternoon, Kelly came right out to the car. His face was pale and I
knew from his manner that something had happened. I had time to worry about all our relatives
and most of our friends before he said it was Posey. Then he told me Posey's story.
"But that's like my dream!'' I exclaimed.
We walked up to see Posey and Perry, in the little side yard where Kelly had placed them once
Posey could walk. I wouldn't have guessed that anything was the matter. Maybe she was moving
a little slowly.
By the time a veterinarian arrived, everything was normal including Posey's temperature at 101.
The vet wondered if she had had a reaction to a bee sting. He speculated about impaction, an
ulcer, or food poisoning, and ended up just telling us to watch her.
"I felt so helpless when Posey was down,'' Kelly told me that evening. "I wasn't at all calm.''
"It's too much so soon after Renny, and with all the other changes,'' I said. "It's odd, how much
it's like my dream, though that was Blossom. There's a llama lying on her side seemingly dying,
there's the vet out of town, there's the same temperature. But most of all, the feeling of the
dream is so much like today has been. I felt in the dream the same sense of helplessness in the
face of crisis that you felt today.''
I had never had a prophetic dream before, though I knew that they occurred. Since I hadn't
actually seen Posey when she was down, and maybe because everything turned out okay in the
dream, now I was feeling less upset than Kelly. I hoped I wasn't going to have a habit of
dreaming things that came true, though. That could be very unsettling.
The next day, I wrote about the incident. After I'd noted the facts, I decided to let my
imagination roam. I imagined that Posey and I were talking.
"Where did you go, Posey?'' I asked her.
"My body hurt in my abdomen. Then the pain took me out of here and became itself a gateway
into the world where the Great Llama stood guardian on a throne, and beyond him was the
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Light. He was a beautiful all-white llama, stern and completely loving. He asked me to stay on
earth for the sake of all beings, to add my spirit to the balance of life on earth at this time of
trouble.
"It was up to me, I could stay or go as I chose, but he showed me the beautiful delicate shapes
of earthly attachments between beings. He looked into the future and saw my children and
grandchildren. He showed me all these llamas that would come to life if I stayed.
"While the Great Llama was showing me these things, Kelly was rubbing my ears, and Kelly was
so upset that I felt that it would be better for him if I came back.
"This was a new thought for me, that what I did would matter to anyone but me or my baby. It is
part of the new shapes that I didn't see before.
"Then the Great Llama told me that I have a different kind of mind. He told me that the llamas
need me too, that I can temper their earth-bound qualities. Well I certainly liked that. When I
think of that Blossom, and all her bossiness--why she doesn't have the faintest idea about the
Great Llama! I guess they do need me.
"If I left now, my baby would become (hmpf) a pet. But if I stay, she will have more of my
delicate energy, and I can teach her about my experience. Renny always did go way out there,
but that was her nature, right from the start. This little rooted one, child of Levi, I haven't found
so exciting after Renny. But now I see she has talents. Yes, Perry is the most refined of that
peasant Levi's daughters. But I do hope you breed me to someone with more class this year.
"If I decide to stay, that is.''
A friend had been thinking of buying Posey. We notified him that we probably shouldn't sell her
at this time. But then when a couple of days went by, and she seemed fine, I had another
conversation with the friend about maybe selling her after all. Maybe the whole thing had just
been a reaction to a bee sting.
An hour or two later--coincidentally?--Posey was down again. Llamas do stretch out to relax in
the sun, but when we approached her, Posey barely moved. It seemed that she was in
considerable pain. As before, no veterinarians were immediately available. Kelly and I sat with
Posey. We put her head in our laps, at any other time an unimaginable liberty. I told her about
those shapes of relationships again. I told her that I loved her.
After a while, Perry came up and nursed Posey's wool determinedly, nuzzling around, and finally
getting on the teats. That led Posey to sit up.
When our vet came up, again there was nothing obvious. He checked Posey and drew blood for
tests. A few hours later, he called to say that the blood results didn't explain anything. He
suggested we think of hauling Posey to one of the llama research hospitals. Whether we went to
the one in California or the one in Oregon, it would be a journey of several hours and then Posey
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would be in just the kind of situation that she hated most. I was sure that it would undermine
her will to live.
But what else to do? I called Penelope, but the line was busy. I kept dialing her number, and
finally Penelope answered. I described the situation a little.
"I get something in the small intestine or first part of the large intestine,'' she said. "Actually her
whole digestive tract is upset. And there's a constriction, something to do with her brain.
There's a pressure in her head, a firing in her brain. And right along with that, I get the same
attitude that her daughter had. Posey would like to leave. The short-circuit in the brain is how
she's been trying to take herself out.
"She is happy for the attention you are giving her, and she wants me to tell you that she likes
you both very much, but she is not of this world.
"So Posey is in a debate. She wants to go, but she also is still considering staying. She says she
doesn't really see a purpose to staying, now that you are moving.''
I asked Penelope to ask Posey if she would stay to raise Perry.
"She says this baby is not one of hers. She'll be fine. She's a regular llama.''
"The vets are talking about taking her to Davis,'' I said.
"That's a hard one,'' Penelope replied. "But you can ask Posey to decide by tomorrow. Explain
how hard it is for you to just wait and watch. She has the ability to go if she wants to or to heal
herself. She might want some veterinary help too. Just wait and see.''
"Penelope, how are the other ladies feeling? Do they understand what's going on with the
moving and all?''
"Let me check,'' said Penelope. After a moment, she commented, "There is a sadness in Lally.
She's not ill, but she's a little depressed. There's a disbelief that it will really happen. She will
adjust because there is also understanding there. She is accepting the change. As for Lil Bit, she
doesn't want to talk about it.''
I said that we were trying to get her pregnant.
"She doesn't want to get pregnant now. Maybe she will later. She'll go where she's meant to go,
but she has that same quietness as Lally. And Blossom is simply incredulous. She just doesn't
believe it's going to happen.''
Our conversation returned to Posey. "Tell her, 'It's your life, to stay or go. We'd like you to stay.'
And see how she's doing by tomorrow. Tell her to decide, not drag the indecision on.''
"It's really been hard,'' I sighed.
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"You've attracted some very unusual beings to yourselves and to Juniper Ridge,'' Penelope said.
"Now that you're leaving, they have to make their own decisions too.''
"Is that what happened with Renaissance?''
"I don't think she ever meant to stay very long. She's like Posey, not a regular llama.''
After we hung up, I sat for a while, thinking. It was a great relief to have talked with Penelope.
Gradually I realized that I had already known much of what she said, that the same themes had
come up in that meeting with the Great Llama. Between my prophetic dream and the Great
Llama reverie, it seemed that I was finally opening up to telepathic connections. If there was still
extraneous or erroneous material as part of the new awareness, well, maybe that would sort
itself out over time.
These days had been very stressful, but now—like when Shadow and Lally didn't nurse—I could
see in retrospect the gifts of learning. As before, I felt a deep gratitude to the llamas and to life
itself. I wondered what kinds of thoughts other llama owners had at times like this. Then I pulled
myself back to what needed doing.
Kelly and I went outside and talked to Posey. Kelly told her that he would like her to stay but he
would respect her choice, and that she had the choice. He told her that he loved her a lot.
"Posey, I really want you to stay,'' I began. "I know it's hard for you to stay. It's often hard for
people as well. Part of me would just like to take off with you out into the world of spirit, and be
done with all the muck of this world. But remember the shapes of relationships, Posey,
remember how wonderful it can be here.''
As I talked, Posey was walking the fence, turning and looking at us with her beautiful, feminine
face. She was very clear and alert.
"I wish you would stay for the pleasure you give other people, like Linda and Nelson, and for the
babies you could bring. You know you love your babies. And you could have some with your
spirit, and they could help people. I'd love for you to have more babies. But it's your choice. If
you feel you must go, I release you, Posey. If you are going to go, please do it here so we can
bury you next to Renny. We don't want to have you go through a lot of confusion at Davis and
then die--that would be horrible. And we won't sell you now--if you stay alive, you'll go out to
Elk Hill with Lil Bit and the others.
"If you are here tomorrow, then we are going to act on the assumption that you want to stay. If
you need vet care to assist your healing, fine, we'll give it to you.''
If she would have allowed a hug, I would have given her one. Instead, we gave her some apple
leaves. Then we went for a walk with the dogs. I felt peaceful for the first time all day. What
would be, would be.
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The night before, I had wished aloud that there was an old Fred Astaire movie on television.
Tonight there was, Kelly reported, so we settled down to watch it. It was good to get our minds
off our lives. When it was over, we started dancing around the house. Kelly even did a few steps
on the living room table.
I didn't check Posey after dark, but when I woke the next morning I went right to my study
window. Little Perry was sitting chewing her cud just beyond a big tree. Posey was lying
stretched out on her side, her head on the ground.
Had she really done it, then? Had she just gone, like Renny did?
I watched closely. Was that a twitch of a leg? She picked her head up, and I was flooded with
joy. "Posey, you're here, you're still here!'' I cried out. She got up and walked briskly to another
place, where she sat down. As I watched, she chewed her cud a little.
I couldn't yet believe that she had really decided to stay and would now get well. That would
have to play itself out. I couldn't encompass all the implications of the kind of communication
Penelope spoke of. I was well aware that on one level, the level of observation, nothing was
much changed. Yet that level itself is but one aspect of reality, and making it the primary reality
has been a real problem for our civilization. I rejoiced and hoped.
Posey did recover; there were no further episodes. We bred her to Whiskers, who had sired
Renaissance. It took only one breeding to get her pregnant.
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Chapter Eighteen: Spinning Llama
Yarns
I sit at the kitchen table of my new house, the sunlight illuminating colorful heaps of llama wool
surrounding me. The soft, bright wool of little Renny… the subtle tones from the spots in the
wool of Levi and Tumbleweed… the luxurious, dark brown wool of Lally: I am surrounded by the
wool of my friends. As I breathe in the sweet smell of llama, memories flood over me,
everything from the first thrilling days with our two young males to those tumultuous last
months at Juniper Ridge.
On the floor are bags of more wool. Whiskers' wool is a rich, deep black, but useless for
spinning. His guard hairs are almost as soft as his undercoat and consequently his wool contains
more bits of hay and dirt than I have the patience to clean out.
I pick up a small handful of Renny's wool, pull it apart with my fingers, and let tiny bits of dirt fall
down onto the table. It is the first time I've touched her wool since we sheared her, and
suddenly I can't see it clearly. My eyes fill with tears as I think of how sweetly she would put her
delicate face next to mine for a greeting.
Lil Bit's wool is easier to clean. It's thick and long, and the very thickness seems to keep out
some debris. I set to work cleaning a pile of it, thinking that of all the llamas, Lil was the one I
could most easily connect with telepathically. Or was it just my imagination?
Lil suddenly appears in my mind. "And they call the animals dumb!'' she sniffs.
"Well, look, Lil, this is a big stretch for me.''
"And about time, too. Rosana, you need to understand that we are all connected. Every llama
knows this, from the womb on. We connect with each other, but also with people. We knew
before you did, that you would be leaving Juniper Ridge. We felt a change in the energy, building
up for a long time.''
"What do you think of what happened with Posey?'' I ask.
"Ah, Posey.'' Lil ruminates. "She and I have shared our lives, and yet there is much that I don't
understand. We go to different places. When I feel the earth beneath me, immense peace
enters my body.
"Posey goes up into the sky and far beyond. I have tried to follow her, but I can't get very far
before the earth pulls me back. She goes way, way out. When we sit and chew our cuds, I can
feel her drifting away, and then for a long time I don't feel any connection. When she was
pregnant with Renaissance, they both would go out there. I haven't noticed that with her other
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babies. When you decided to leave the mountains, Posey was afraid that at the lower elevations
of earth, it would be even harder for her to stomach this life.''
"Was it?''
"Yes, at first. But she has changed. She has become more accepting of the rest of us. I think she
will stay on earth for a normal lifespan.
"For a long time after we left Juniper Ridge, I missed watching you and Kelly. Through you, I got
glimpses into the consciousness of humans. It seems very, very strange to me. It must be hard to
be a human. Kelly seems more like us llamas than you do. He draws a lot of energy from the
earth. I think you are more like Posey.
"But people seem so separate from each other. They don't touch minds in the ways we llamas
do. Isn't that lonely? What's the point of having language and all your material things if you live
all the time so alone?''
"It's hard to explain, Lil. Sometimes I wonder about that myself. We have the capability of being
closer to each other than we often are, and there are parts of the world where the people do
have more of a group mind. But there are many things we can learn from this way of being that
you can't learn as a llama.''
Lil Bit didn't seem overly impressed. "I love being here at Elk Hill where there are so many
llamas. The group mind has such a wonderful texture. I love Linda and Nelson too. They are fun
to watch. If it weren't for Linda, I would not have gotten pregnant again.''
Linda had an incredibly strong conviction that Lil Bit could have more babies. She had worked
tenaciously with Lil and with her veterinarian before a pregnancy had held. Now Lil was about
seven months pregnant.
I have amassed a big pile of clean wool, enough to do some spinning. I'm just learning to spin,
and sometimes, when everything is going smoothly, the movement of the spinning wheel
induces reveries.
Stories, told and untold, flow through my mind like the wool through my fingers. I think of our
llamas, living now at Elk Hill. When we go out to visit them, they greet us with long, steady
gazes. Blossom and Thundercloud, especially, just stand and look at us for what seems a very
long time. We can tell they are all happy at Elk Hill, but it's wonderful to feel once again that
special connection.
There are yarns that could be spun about the babies that have been born since our herd went to
live with Linda and Nelson. Isa, Blossom's first daughter, was a little premature and kept Linda
up all night. I was glad to miss that marathon. Not that we missed it entirely—Kelly and I were
visualizing that the little one would thrive. When she did, we took Thai food out to Elk Hill to
celebrate, starting an enjoyable tradition.
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llamas with Posey's type of energy. Penelope and her husband now have two llamas, one from
our herd.
Another wonderful communication tool is TEAM, a very gentle, respectful way of relating to
animals which Marty McGee and other llama owners have adapted to use with llamas. Last year,
Kelly made a videotape with Marty at Stanlynn Daugherty's ranch. I was helping, but on the first
day of taping I had to retreat to our van for a crying spell. The delicate dance between Marty
and the llamas was fulfilling potential that I had sensed but never reached.
"Do you miss living with llamas?'' friends often ask.
There's not a simple answer to that question. Yes, I miss my llama friends. When we moved to
town, I couldn't even bear to go see our animals for a while. But it feels right that we left Juniper
Ridge. The pain I felt when we moved has given way to a realization that the llamas live in me.
Their serenity continues to soothe me. Their herd interactions, which have so charmed and
amused me, have given me a larger view of human herd interactions. I sometimes think of our
males' territoriality when I watch the evening news.
Every llama I've owned has increased my awareness of what it's like to be a llama, and by
extension, what it's like to be alive. I've learned that we humans are part of a much vaster
community than I had realized. I may not be living with llamas, but I am still learning from them.
When Kelly and I decided to leave Juniper Ridge, we could bear to give up a life we loved very
much because we both felt that we were somehow making space for an even greater love to
come into our lives. We didn't know what forms it might take, and now, almost three years after
leaving the ranch, it's beginning to manifest. Kelly is refurbishing an old electric van, and if he
can extend its range enough, we may travel around in it, writing and videotaping about our
adventures. We are going to Mexico soon, to make a program about children. Before we met,
Kelly and I both had dreams of travel, doing things that would help bridge the gaps between
nations.
We haven't lived these dreams out yet, but they are coming closer. We've joked that we should
name the next llamas born to us "Passport'' and "Visa'' to create a mindset that would make it
easier for us to sell them!
When I ruminate now on the years with our llamas, I feel again the love that the animals evoked
in me. It is no longer so attached to particulars; free of form, it fills new spaces, gives me
courage for new adventures.
As I have let my love for the llamas deepen, along with it has come a greater sadness at the
state of our world. Llamas, along with all other beings on earth, are in peril. I don't need to list
the dangers; who hasn't heard about them? I spent years feeling that there was little I could do.
But now I am compelled to do whatever I can. If Linda and Nelson keep nurturing llamas, if
Penelope and Marty keep helping humans and animals to communicate more fully, if Kelly
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keeps making videotapes, if I keep telling my tales, and if others do whatever they are most
deeply moved to do, what can we all create together?
I hold a skein of Lil Bit's wool in my hand. It's now a lovely, multi-hued yarn. What will I make of
it?
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Ch
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h Lateer
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o the method
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Chapter 20: More Llama Resources
In this short section, I'll tell you about what's on our llama website and also provide links to
some other llama resources.
We have two llama training DVDs and some enjoyable t-shirts on our website: www.llamasinformation.com
The two DVDs were made with noted llama trainer Bobra Goldsmith. Actually, they used to be
videos and a while back we converted them to DVD.
Llama Training with Bobra Goldsmith: What Every Llama Should Know, DVD

This program made all the difference to me in being able to work with our
llamas. On this DVD, Bobra works with both juvenile and adult llamas, including
an untrained adult.
Bobra Goldsmith's methods have been highly respected in the llama community
for many years. She has been a mentor to many of us.
She provides information about llama training:
•

specific methods for initial contact

•

her "slow motion" technique of haltering

•

leading with a light hand

•

loading into vehicles

•

kushing

•

developing trust and willingness.

Here is a list of what is in the program:
INTRODUCTION
1 min: What every llama should know
INITIAL CONTACT AND HALTERING
5 min: Initial contact with a young llama
7 min: Slow-motion haltering technique
9 min: Contact with and haltering a second young llama
12 min: How to hold the halter before putting it on
17 min: Contact with and haltering a third young llama
22 min: Desensitizing
LEADING
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23 min: First leading lessons
AN UNTRAINED ADULT
36 min: Haltering and leading an adult for the first time
MORE ON HALTERING AND LEADING
43 min: How to adjust a halter
44 min: Second leading lesson, the three young llamas
50 min: Short-tying a llama for the first time
CATCHING RITUAL
52 min: The catching ritual with an adult male llama
LOADING IN VEHICLES
54 min: Preparing the vehicle
57 min: An adult male learns to load in a trailer and in a van.
KUSH TRAINING
1 hr, 2 min: Kushing (lying down) and getting up
GROOMING
1 hr, 5 min: Blowing with a leaf blower
1 hr, 6 min: Brushing
1 hr, 8 mins: Patting for desensitization
SOME ADULT LLAMAS DIFFICULT TO HALTER
1 hr 8 mins: A female puts her head down.
1 hr 10 mins: A tall male stretches up.
LEADING TIPS
1 hr, 13 mins: Getting a llama to run with you
1 hr, 14 mins: Lead rope under your elbow for pokey llamas
SOME USEFUL KNOTS
1 hr, 14 mins: Neck rope, clove hitch on post, Bobra's bowline, quick-release knot
A COMPLETE TRAINING SEQUENCE WITH A YOUNG LLAMA
1 hr 18 mins: Catching, handling, haltering, first leading lesson
1 hr, 24 mins: A young male resists quite vigorously.
1 hr, 31 mins: Second lesson in leading
1 hr, 38 mins: Walking around obstacles
1 hr, 49 mins: Loading in a vehicle
CONCLUDING REMARKS

To find out more about this useful $29.95 DVD, here's the link:
http://llamas-information.com/llama-training/llama-training-dvd.htm
The DVD can be made for the formats of any part of the world, and shipped anywhere.
Training Llamas to Drive, with Bobra Goldsmith, DVD

I wanted the cover image of this DVD to be a drawing of a llama driving a
convertible, wearing a necktie that was flying in the breeze. For some reason,
Kelly and Bobra outvoted me on this.
You can benefit from Bobra's years of llama driving experience. Topics include
preparing the llama for driving, fitting the harness, the first driving lesson, the
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h of the reins, ground driving, introducing the llama to
t the llama cart,
c
riding in the llama
touch
cart, and
a safety. Th
his program iss rich in details.
We haad no idea wh
hat the markeet would be when
w
we mad
de it, but it haas sold very well.
w Bobra's
enthu
usiasm for llam
ma driving is infectious!
To seee the full tablle of contentss and to order it, go to
http:///llamas-inforrmation.com//llama-trainin
ng/training-llaamas-to-drivee-to-cart.htm
m
Other Llama Boo
oks
As a former
f
librariaan, not to meention writer on llamas, I review
r
books on llamas and alpacas,
with links to where
e you can gett copies. Heree's the place to
t see that on
nline:
http:///llamas-inforrmation.com//llama-books/books-on-llaamas.htm
Llam
ma T-Shirts
Theree's a delightfu
ul website called Cafepresss, where you can upload graphics imagees – photos,
drawiings, text – an
nd have them
m put on t-shirrts, sweatshirrts, mugs, children's clothing, and all
sorts of other thinggs. You can order copies fo
or yourself, and you can also make you
ur designs
ublic.
availaable to the pu
I've done
d
this with quite a few
w images, and by far the
most popular havve been the th
hings with this image of Lil
Bit. You
Y can see all
a the things at
a
http://www.cafepress.com/haartworks/786
6441

a three of the
t things
Just to give you an idea, here are
there:

For all the llama t-shirts I've maade, see: http://www.cafepress.com/haartworks/323
3775
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And here's a page of advice if you want to make your own, featuring llamas or anything else:
http://llamas-information.com/t-shirts/create-your-own-custom-t-shirt-designs.htm
A Last Thought
I hope you've enjoyed this ebook. I sold it as a physical book for years and now it's free. You are
welcome to pass it along to friends. -- Rosana
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